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I STILL REMEMBER THE FIRST 
TIME I SAW GIÒ PONTI’S 
STRIKING ‘BEETLE UNDER 
THE LEAF’ HOUSE.

y first official introduction to design came through my 
studies in fashion, but I can clearly recall specific design 
moments that informed my understanding of shape, 

proportion, texture and colour long before that. 
I still remember the first time I saw Giò Ponti’s strikingly 

monochromatic ‘Beetle Under the Leaf’ house in an interiors 
magazine nearly 20 years ago and being completely mesmerised 
by its avant-garde architectural approach – a banal mixture of 
humorist elements and extreme sophistication – not to mention 
that amazing staircase with matching fur-clad sofa by the legendary 
Nanda Vigo. 

There’s also the moment I got to sit in one of my favourite chairs, 
an original 1934 Standard chair by Jean Prouvé, thinking that 
the choice of wood and the sea-foam shade of the metal leg made 
for a truly ingenious combination of material and colour. Also, I’ll 
never forget the first time I saw Raf Simons’ radical first menswear 
collection in 1995 and the reaction it evoked in me, or the absolute 
beauty he presented in his final Jil Sander collection – during the 

last exits each model walked out clutching a minimalistic opera 
coat in soft muted tones with the most perfect sleeve proportions. 
I was in shock when, for his first couture collection for Dior in 
2012, he designed 54 outrageously modern looks and orchestrated 
a set consisting of  five colour-blocked rooms, each lined floor-to-
ceiling with fresh flowers. 

Other designers who move me include the super-talented local 
duo of Philippe van der Merwe and Greg Gamble from Tonic Design 
for their unwavering commitment to quality and craftsmanship. 
They  propel this industry forward and consistently challenge the 
perception of locally made products. 

The same can be said of Peter Mabeo from Mali. His wooden 
table set at last year’s Guild Design Fair was one of the most 
beautiful and contemporary pieces in the show, and really got 
me excited about the future of pan-African design. Marjorie 
Wallace’s almost-trippy hand-painted indigo ceramics, Cheick 
Diallo’s graphic chairs, Marchand van Tonder’s handmade 
contemporary jewellery, Aboubakar Fofana’s textiles and 
Allan Schwarz’s wooden collage work all take African design 
to the next level. 

This issue is proudly dedicated to design – especially our local 
design heros, from the breakthrough body of work that Andile 
Dyalvane will exhibit at the Friedman Benda gallery in New York 
(see page 30) to the contemporary pieces Laurie Wiid is producing 
in his new workshop (see his house on page 60).

I hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed producing it.
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...wide plank oak floors hand-crafted 
to your specific design needs.

 Cape Town: 021 510 2846  |  37 Paarden Eiland Rd
Johannesburg: 011 262 3117  |  03 Desmond Street, Kramerville

Durban: 031 000 1000  |  Beacon Rock, Lighthouse Rd, Umhlanga
Nick Gluckman: 082 555 4611  |  nicholas@oggie-sa.co.za

www.oggie-sa.co.za  
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Find design news and inspiration at 

or follow us to get your daily dose of designed life

houseandleisure.co.za

READ ALL ABOUT 
ANDILE DYALVANE’S 

NEW YORK EXHIBITION AT 
HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA

ONLINE
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showroom: 1st floor   design quarter   fourways   johannesburg   tel 0860 548 464   info@blu-line.co.za   www.blu-line.co.za   kitchen architects   locally designed and manufactured cabinetry

new showroom. opening soon. a story of authentic design will trail through the new blu_line showroom fusing technological advancements with recently discovered materials, 
while maintaining that functionality comes standard. as the company launches it’s latest range, we begin to merge unrivalled kitchen design with a new appealing price point. 

authentic kitchens   functionality comes standard



DORNBRACHT
The Bathroom Collection

37 Paarden Eiland Rd, Cape Town - Tel: 021 5117888 - E-mail: info@flushbathrooms.co.za - www.flushbathrooms.co.za

www.dornbracht.com

T H E  B A T H R O O M  E X P E R T S

Tara Tara

SANET 

STEGMANN

is an interior 
and product 
designer 
pursuing her 
Master of Arts 
degree in Paris.  
In this issue 
she shares 
the best of 

Maison&Objet – turn to page 24. 
Which South African designers are your 

favourite? I appreciate the work of Tonic 
Design, Gregor Jenkin, James Mudge 
and Joe Paine. And internationally? 
Studiopepe for their attention to detail, 
the simple considered designs created 
by Oki Sato, the honest use of materials 
by Faye Toogood and Dimore Studio’s 
curated spaces. Best thing about May in 

Paris? The subtle floral smell hanging in 
the air, complemented by longer days. 
What do you love most about what you do? 

Creativity has the potential to improve 
people’s everyday experiences. To be 
able to create as a means of expression 
is a privilege that I am thankful to be 
able to practise daily. 

JULIET  

MCGUIRE 

is the editor 
of Women on 
Wheels. She 
started her 
career at CAR 
after completing 
her honours in 
journalism at 
Stellenbosch 

University. She takes us to the future with 
Porsche at houseandleisure.co.za.
How do you unwind? I probably shouldn’t 
say with a glass of wine, but it does 
generally involve great company and 
wine. Best thing about May in Cape Town? 
The city has calmed down after the 
summer and the weather is gearing up 
for winter, so getting ready for fireplaces, 
red wine and all things snuggly. What do 

you love most about what you do? I drive 
a different car every week and travel the 
world. I also love that I can advise people 
on one of the biggest decisions they make 
– buying a car. What is your dream car? 
I could never choose just one. Maybe 
a Ferrari 488 Spider for weekends and 
an Audi RS Q3 for during the week. 

ANDREA 

BURGENER,

chef-patron of 
The Leopard 
in Joburg, is 
known for her 
unfettered 
creativity. She 
shows us how to 
add zest in the 
kitchen with 

winter’s lemon bounty on page 86.
How do you unwind?  I sew, read and watch 
rubbish movies (usually at the same time). 
I’m also learning Italian. Which South 

African designers are your favourite? Ella 
Buter of Superella. She’s a genius. Best 

thing about May in Joburg? The weather is 
wonderful. What do you love most about 

what you do? It’s very immediate, so 
there’s no time to over-think or second-
guess. And I like the manual-labour 
physicality of it; it’s sort of the opposite 
of a desk-job. Which place in the world 

should every foodie visit? I believe almost 
anywhere will deliver great food if you 
look in the right places. Research and an 
enquiring mind are more important than 
where exactly you are.
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VILLEROY & BOCH
The Bathroom Collection

37 Paarden Eiland Rd, Cape Town - Tel: 021 5117888 - E-mail: info@flushbathrooms.co.za - www.flushbathrooms.co.za

www.vil leroyandboch.com

T H E  B A T H R O O M  E X P E R T S

Venticello Venticello

the fashion issue
In June we unbutton 
the fashion world, 
revealing the local 
stars who keep South 
Africa looking gorgeous. 
We’ve got a number 
of style-forward 
spaces to show you, 
from Jackie Burger’s 
breathtaking domain 
(left) to the home of 
the savvy individuals 
behind South African 
clothing label Klûk.

Next month in House and Leisure
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TRENDS
Swaziland carved 
jacaranda trainers 
R7 400, Robert 
Sherwood Design
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homeward bound
Globally relevant and proudly present, 
South African design is an intriguing 
blend of avante-garde and traditional
PRODUCTION TIAAN NAGEL PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
LATOYAH MEI PHOTOGRAPHS SARAH DE PINA 
PHOTOGRAPHER’S ASSISTANT MEGAN DE JONG
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TRENDS LOVE THIS LOOK 
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THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT Buhera baskets 
R1 840 (85×120 cm) and R1 095 
(55×80cm), Toguna. ON Ian bookcase 
(92×42×170cm) in walnut and polished 
stainless steel R30 330, Tonic Design, 
from top: Zulu wire vessel (37cm) R2 100, 
Toguna; Sahara cushions (50×50cm) 
in Coral R850 each, Mezzanine; Jungle 
screen-printed cushion (60×60cm) R950 
(with feather inner), Aureum Design.

PREVIOUS LEFT-HAND PAGE, FROM TOP 
Big Sweat lamp R15 000, Dokter and 
Misses; ‘Snake Abstract 4.2’ linocut on 
Zerkall Litho (110×76cm) edition 1 of 6 by 
David Brits R10 290, Lab vases by Laurie 
Wiid R3 530 each, and AF003 server 
(199.2×52.4×80cm) in charcoal R34 040, 
all Tonic Design; Yoruba beadwork 
armchair in red and blue R14 450, Toguna; 
hand-engraved ceramic skull R2 100, 
Ceramic Matters; brass side tables, 
R5 760 each, Mezzanine.

PREVIOUS SPREAD, FROM LEFT On Ian 
bookcase (92×42×170cm) in walnut and 
polished stainless steel R30 330, Tonic 
Design, from top: Zebra lamp bases from 
the Ardmore collection, R15 000 each, 
Halsted; woven basket (E3193/BC328) 
R4 200, Kim Sacks. Pintxada dining chair 
R11 500, Egg Designs. On tray table in 
brass R6 500, Anatomy Design: sculpture 
by Michael MacGarry represented by 
Everard Read, in private collection. 
On Lowline sofa (220×80×71cm) 
upholstered with Xian fabric in 3455/04 
from the Destinations collection by Jim 
Thompson Fabrics R33 940, Tonic Design: 
embroidered cushion (45×45cm) R590, 
Kaross; cushion (60×60cm) covered with 
Vivre au Soleil (LI 755 45) linen from the 
Gypsies collection by Élitis and velvet in 
Terracotta (F1190/34) from the Varese 
collection by Designers Guild R4 160, Tonic 
Design. ON WALL Artwork by Andrzej 
Urbanski represented by Salon Ninety 
One, in private collection of Lunetta Bartz; 
Tripod standing lamp with shade in Silver 
R4 800, Egg Designs.
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This Joburg-based creative is inspired 
by design that makes a difference
TEXT JESSICA ROSS PHOTOGRAPHS SARAH DE PINA, SUPPLIED

kojo baffoe

o the dismay of my wife, I collect a 
lot of different things.’ Kojo Baffoe’s 
taste is, like his style, versatile yet 

focused. He has coffee-table books, music, 
art, figurines and sneakers. It’s a mix of 
street (‘I’m working my way through Red 
Bull’s For the Record’) and classic (‘I like 
simplicity with an edge that reflects me’). 

Kojo’s involved in various creative affairs 
– most notably Project Fable, a content 
design and insights company – and was MC 
at Design Indaba 2016. ‘Indaba was life-
changing. There’s an emphasis on design 
that uplifts and contributes to the world.’

The content-crafter, style- shaper and 
family man is drawn to items with a story. 
And fittingly for a fellow who was once 
editor of Destiny Man, Kojo sports a dapper 
look that’s at once edgy and refined. ‘I 
consider Shaldon Kopman of Naked Ape a 
true style icon,’ he says. For inspiration he 
looks to brand strategist Thebe Ikalafeng 
and Design Indaba founder Ravi Naidoo for 
‘how they design and live their lives’. 

‘I put things together in a way that’s me 
– I work with my gut.’ It’s also how Kojo 
approaches design, opting for pieces that 
are comfortable, organic and authentic.  
projectfable.com, kojobaffoe.com

‘T

TREND SCOOP
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CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP RIGHT Kojo covets the versatile De Padova Campo d’Oro table; the 
Bestlite BL1 table lamp is an enduring piece of classic lighting design; this J Dilla x Stussy 
figurine is perfect for his home office; there’s nothing quite like a classic suit from Tom Ford; 
Grenson brogue boots add a vintage touch; Kojo has his eye on the Catch chair for &Tradition 
by Jaime Hayon; the Deathmonger ring from Fourspeed is a favourite possession; Woolworths 
scatter cushions add a fizz of colour when Kojo’s on the couch watching TV with his kids. 



JUST ADD YOU.

ME by Starck. Sleek lines, iconic shapes, pure aesthetics, sustainability and durability. An ideal, adaptable design that em-

phasizes your unique personality. For more information: Duravit South Africa (Pty) Ltd, 30 Archimedes Road, Kramerville, 

Sandton, Johannesburg, Telephone +27 (0) 11 555 1220, info@za.duravit.com and at duravit.co.za 



CARTOCCI

Skilfully crafted by Italian ceramic artist 
Paola Paronetto, the Cartocci paper clay 
sculptures’ linear texture, similar to riffled 
cardboard, translates effectively into clay’s 
moldable nature, creating a ‘fragile’ yet raw 
tactile object. paola-paronetto.com

MAISON 
IS WHERE 

THE ART IS
TEXT SANET STEGMAN IMAGES SUPPLIED

AFROTH WITH INVENTIVE NEW COLLECTIONS, THE RECENT 2016  
MAISON&OBJET FAIR IN PARIS IS THE BEATING PULSE  

OF INTERNATIONAL DESIGN; HERE ARE OUR FAVOURITE PIECES
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PALETTE TABLE

Spanish designer Jaime Hayón made a desk for &tradition 
with more movement to reflect our fast-paced lives. Made 
from marble and stained ash, the Palette’s various shapes 

and planes make for a novel workspace. andtradition.com

PAPER VASES 

Inspired Catalan 
brand Octaevo is 
known for quirky 
yet sophisticated 

Mediterranean-
inspired products. 
We’re in love with 
these waterproof 

and foldable paper 
vases. octaevo.com

PAT.VOL.1 STEEL SCULPTURES
JØRGEN PLATOU WILLUMSEN AND STIAN KORNTVED 
RUUD FROM NORWEGIAN DESIGN STUDIO KNEIP 
CELEBRATE THE INHERENT BEAUTY OF MATERIALS 
AS WELL AS NATURE, WEATHER AND GEOMETRY. 
THE PAT.VOL.1 RANGE INVESTIGATES STEEL’S 
REACTIVITY, WITH THE NATURAL PATINA THAT 
FORMS BY OXIDATION MAKING THESE STATIC 
SCULPTURES A SLOW STUDY IN FLUX. KNEIP.NO

NOMON CLOCKS
Nomon’s handmade 

clocks are worth taking 
the time to admire. Tech 
and creativity merge as 
Spanish designer José 

María Reina takes clocks 
beyond the practical and 

into the avant-garde. 
nomon.es

JOYCE CABINET

London design house Pinch is a champion 
of simplicity. The Joyce cabinet, with its 
lacquered frame and natural timber interior, 
has classic appeal – and a burst of colour 
brings it into the now. pinchdesign.com

TRENDS BY DESIGN



+READ SANET STEGMAN’S LIST OF 

THE BEST PARIS VENUES TO VISIT 

AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA

CONSTELLATION

The brassy, glassy 
Constellation 
light modules 
by France’s CVL 
scintillate with 
appropriately 
starlike points. 
cvl-luminaires.fr

TARGA 

LOUNGE CHAIR

An interesting 
interpretation of 

the bentwood 
technique, the 

Targa lounge chair 
was designed by 

Italian–Danish 
duo GamFratesi 

for Gebrüder 
Thonet Vienna. It’s 

both slender and 
satisfyingly chunky. 

gebrueder-

thonetvienna.com 

MEDITATION 
VASE 

A slender Carrara 
marble base, a thin 

brass arm and a 
magnifying glass: 

French designer 
Alexandre Dubreuil’s 

Meditation vase 
invites people 

to contemplate 
the  complexities 

of whatever it 
contains. alexandre-

dubreuil.com

TABOURET CHAIRS
The Tabouret modular seating system by French 
company La Subtile is a clever interlocking setup 
that can be constructed according to the number 
of seats needed. The simple steel seats can happily 
stand by themselves or interlock with one another 
to create a bench. lasubtile.fr

CUT EDGE WALLPAPER

Cut Edge is one of the new designs 
from the Front wallpaper range 
by Sweden’s Eco Wallpaper; the 
pure white collection comprises 
drawn textures to create depth and 
interesting patterns. Made of paper, 
it doesn’t just have a 3-D effect 
– it’s a pop-out pattern that will 
impress in any feature space. eco.se

LYYLI BOXES
TALENTED FINNISH DESIGNER 
KATRIINA NUUTINEN’S LYYLI 
RANGE OF CONTAINERS 
SHOWCASES HER MASTERY 
OF GLASS AND CERAMICS – 
THINK ROUND, CRYSTALLINE 
SHAPES OFFSET BY TIMBER-
AND-GLASS LIDS. NUUTINEN 
IS DEFINITELY A DESIGNER 
TO KEEP YOUR EYE ON. 
KATRIINANUUTINEN.FI





ODD SQUAD

IF YOU THOUGHT DESIGNER HEATHER MOORE’S TALENTS WERE EXCLUSIVELY RESERVED 
FOR TEXTILES, A VISIT TO A RECENT EXHIBITION AT HER BREE STREET STORE WOULD 
HAVE PROVED YOU WRONG. WITH THE LAUNCH OF HER NEW PRINT, ODDJECTS, THE 
SKINNY LAMINX FOUNDER REVEALED HER INSPIRATION – A COLLECTION OF DECIDEDLY 
CUTE, ‘PECULIAR, NON-FUNCTIONAL’ CERAMICS SHE’S BEEN TINKERING WITH FOR THE 
PAST TWO YEARS. SHOP HER NEW RANGE AT SKINNYLAMINX.COM.

LIGHTENED UP 
At Zana’s airy and spacious new studio, the 

design brand’s bold textiles explode against 
a pristine bagged face-brick wall. Stop in 

at the Woodstock space to peruse graphic 
handbags, purses, fabric and scatters, or sign 

up for a screen-printing workshop (R1 800). 
Unit 2, 20 Brickfield Rd, Woodstock, Cape 

Town, zanaproducts.co.za

ART HOUSE   
Step into Abe Opperman’s recently 
opened Cape Town gallery and 
prepare to be inspired. The Free State 
artist launched this space following 
the success of his Jozi venue. Pop in 
to check out the first exhibition, Traces 
of Time, which examines the residues 
time leaves on us all. Abe Opperman 

Gallery, 5 Hudson St, De Waterkant, 

Cape Town, abeopperman.co.za

news &  
TEXT JESSICA ROSS, ANNIE BROOKSTONE  
PHOTOGRAPHS VAL ADAMSON, SUPPLIED 
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 views

DREAM WEAVER

While working on his 
covetable ceramics from 
a studio in Amsterdam, 
South African artist 
Ruan Hoffmann has also 
been quietly turning his 
hand to a new skill – the 
art of tapestry. This 
piece, which was made 
on journeys to France, 
is titled ‘Le Chemin’. 
Based on one of Ruan’s 
drawings, the tapestry 
is a mix of wool and 
cotton with gold Lurex. 
ruanhoffmann.com

THROUGH THE ARTIST’S EYES 

Each book in the Louis Vuitton Travel collection holds 
a series of images – paintings, drawings, photographs 
– of different destinations as seen through the unique 
gazes of renowned and emerging artists. The South 
African volume, featuring work by Chinese artist Liu 
Xiaodong, releases this month. R500, louisvuitton.com

GAME ON

Escape From 
Samsara is a new 
board game that 

turns the quest for 
enlightenment into 
a race to nirvana – 

and it’s as stylish 
as it is fun. ‘Almost 

every element 
of the game was 

lovingly designed 
and beautifully 

made from scratch 
in creative Cape 

Town,’ says creator 
Catherine Raphaely.  

Robert Sherwood

+READ MORE ABOUT THE 

ART OF TAPESTRY AT 

HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA

Q&A WITH NICOLE SHERWIN 
THE CEO OF SOFACOMPANY.COM TALKS 
SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN AND HOW IT 
STAYS SO CURRENT
Why do you think Scandi design 
has taken off locally? Scandi 
design managed to revive the 
classic retro look to create clean, 
simple lines and beautiful shapes 
with a modern twist; minimalism 
and elegance are key. It’s only 
natural that South Africa would 
be excited to jump on this global 
trend. Is this true of the collection 
at sofacompany.com? Absolutely. 
Our Danish designers have created 

something for every 
taste – our collection 
has a mix of retro, classic and 
contemporary designs, all with 
our signature Danish flair. What 
can we look forward to this year? 
Quilting detail, as well as two-tone 
or two-colour fabrics on one style. 
Legs are either in classic Scandi 
oak or new, trending copper and 
brass. Sleek lines and clean edges 
prevail. sofacompany.com
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+ READ MORE ABOUT ANDILE’S NEW YORK 

EXHIBITION AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA 
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A
South African design is reaching for international success – and that can 

only be a good thing for the entire industry back home, says Kelly Berman

PRODUCTION GEMMA BEDFORTH PHOTOGRAPHS MICKY HOYLE

global breakthrough

ndile Dyalvane’s new kiln is as large as a 
walk-in fridge. Three monumental vessels 
nestle inside, their twisted, puckered clay 
surfaces awaiting another session of firing 
at over 1 000°C when Andile switches on 
the kiln before heading home. By 6.30am 
tomorrow he’ll be back at it again in his new 
studio in Salt River, Cape Town. He’s got a 
deadline to meet – the biggest of his life. 

The work Andile is creating in this 
cavernous studio, a step away from the 
passing scholars and commuting workers 
outside, will make its way to New York in 
June, when he has his first international 
solo show at Friedman Benda gallery – an 
association facilitated by Southern Guild, 
the local gallery representing his collectible 
pieces. He is the first African to join the 
gallery’s stable of designers, alongside the 
likes of US furniture artist Wendell Castle, 
Brazilian designers the Campana Brothers 
and Japanese design studio Nendo.

For the past few months Andile has been 
on a kind of ‘maternity leave’ from running 
his business, Imiso Ceramics. It’s a window 
of time during which he can focus solely 
on making new work, pushing his craft 
to a more technically challenging scale 
and experimenting with more functional 
forms. The clock is ticking even though his 
New York debut is still months away.

Being backed by an internationally 
recognised gallery translates into very 
real support. ‘I have an apprentice who has 
been under my supervision at Imiso and is 
now handling production, which has freed 
me up to do this,’ he says. ‘If it were any 
other gallery, I would have had to outlay the 
cost for all the materials and studio myself.’

The work Andile is producing now is 
imprinted with a host of new influences 

from international trips, including to 
the US where he exhibited at the Art 
Santa Fe international art fair and gave 
workshops in Palo Alto. ‘From my travels 
working in different places with different 
masters, being exposed to different cultures 
of making and techniques of working – all 
those things come into play now that I have 
this space and platform and opportunity to 
experiment. It’s like being paid to study.’

The NYC show is a turning point in 
Andile’s career, marking his international 
breakthrough, his shift to limited-edition 
work and – undoubtedly – a rise in the 
prices his ceramics will command. His 
career trajectory offers a lens into what is 
possible for South African designers, but 
also into what international success means.

We’ve moved beyond the mentality 
of being on the margins. The world is a 
different place to 20 years ago, when we set 
about falling in love with our own South 

African-ness. We’ve found unique ways of 
making – swayed by our landscapes and 
cities, torn up by our social and political 
challenges. We’ve embraced the crafts 
of our cultures and realised that the most 
powerful story of all is our own. 

We can’t compete with the world’s best 
in terms of technological innovation. 
We don’t have Italy’s centuries-old 
manufacturing guilds, the USA’s giant 
consumer base or the Netherlands’ cutting-
edge design schools. What we do have is 
what makes us different: a context of need, 
an honesty and resourcefulness, a history 
(and present) of social upheaval, a strange 
cocktail of cultures. None of these alone 
will do the trick, of course. They can only 
act as fuel for an authentic and original 
commitment to the act of creation. 

So while we no longer need to prove 
ourselves to international audiences, access 
to them brings a broader market and richer 
opportunities to raise the standard of our 
work. And when designers such as Andile 
show off the full extent of what they’ve 
got, it ignites something in the rest of the 
industry. It’s a self-reinforcing cycle of 
affirmation, confidence and excellence. But 
there’s no easy trading on being the ‘flavour 
of the moment’. It takes dogged, hard work 
and 6.30am starts to the day. 

‘For me, I have been consistent and 
worked hard with my team – and I’ve been 
very honest,’ says Andile. ‘If you’re honest 
with yourself and your medium, and you 
master it rather than trying to do so many 
different things, you can establish yourself 
in the industry.’  Andile Dyalvane’s 

Camagu exhibition will be showing at 

Friedman Benda in New York from 23 

June to 19 August. imisoceramics.co.za

THE WORK ANDILE IS PRODUCING 
NOW IS IMPRINTED WITH A HOST  

OF NEW INFLUENCES.

TRENDS PERSPECTIVES



CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT Matthew 
Partridge; ‘Future Leader (Out of the Box)’ 
by Gresham Tapiwa Nyaude; ‘Baqa’ video 
still (one of six) by Thania Petersen; ‘Mshanga 
Orupa Mchikirwa’ by Rehema Chachage; 
modified cricket helmet by Masimba Hwati; 
‘300/8 P1’ by Kyle Morland.

TEXT GENEVIEVE PUTTER PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED

atthew Patridge is not your typical 
art fair director. At the age of 33 
– young in the high-brow world of 

art fairs – he successfully steered the ship 
of the much-talked-about Cape Town Art 
Fair for the first time in February this year. 
His academic career as both student and 
lecturer in art history and visual branding, 
not to mention his journalistic skills as 
an art critic, have equipped him with a 
360-degree view of the arts – something 
that carries a lot of gravitas in a time when 
visual communication, be it traditional 
artistic disciplines or those of the creatively 
digital kind, are being disrupted, merged 
and turned inside out. Add to this the 
blossoming romance the international 
art scene is having with contemporary art 
from a multitude of African countries, and 
someone of Matthew’s inclination has never 
been more important – especially for what 
has become one of the continent’s most 
prolific art fairs. capetownartfair.co.za 

What one artist’s work should our readers 

buy now? One only has to look at the artists 
featured on the fair’s special project 

M platform, Tomorrows/Today, to get an idea 
of what’s hot right now. Their presence 
on platforms such as this gives you some 
clue as to where they’re going. One tip is to 
remember to do your research thoroughly 
when considering a purchase, but also not 
to forget that ultimately it’s about how much 
you love the work. What artwork do you wish 

you’d bought 10 years ago? It wasn’t quite 
10 years ago, but an Anton Kannemeyer 
that was on show at Stevenson a few years 
ago. It was a small print of a landscape – 
very unusual for the artist’s usual political 
tone. It was delicately done and his mark-
making was precise and controlled but also 
gestural. Which local artists are doing well 

internationally? William Kentridge obviously 
springs to mind. Then there’s Robin Rhode, 
who is living in Berlin, and Marlene Dumas 
in Amsterdam. I think the reason for their 
success is that they make top-quality work 
that is experimental and challenges the 
perceptions of viewers, forcing them to look 
at the world differently. What’s your favourite 

piece of art in your home? A blank sheet of 
Fabriano with invisible lettering by James 

Webb. It has a curse on it and apparently 
I’m supposed to destroy it, but I could never 
do that to a piece of art. What message do 

you hope people took from this year’s Cape 

Town Art Fair? For me what the fair said was 
that our established artists are strong, the 
marketplace is secure and the future for 
upcoming talent is bright. What was your 

personal highlight? Meeting Steven Cohen. 
I have long been an admirer of his work 
and activism. The chance to engage with 
him was like meeting a childhood hero – 
 in a nerdy art-historical kind of way.   

+FIND MORE LOCAL EXHIBITIONS AND 

EVENTS AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA

Matthew Partridge’s new shtick as director of the Cape Town 
Art Fair puts him at the centre of the local art world

matthew partridge
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DESIGN TO MAKE 
LIFE MORE FUN 
One thing Swedish design 
collective Snask guarantees 
is original f*&%ing ideas. 
Also, cursing. ‘Sometimes 
still, clients manage to fuck 
up ideas and ambition 
by risk-minimising in a 
stage that is too late,’ 
says founder and creative 
director Fredrik Öst. ‘Those 
projects will end up boring 
everyone.’ Snask’s work 
is anything but boring. 
Take its 2014 Malmö 
Festival poster – it took 

two full budgets, months 
of planning, 34 enormous 
3-D letters and a crane 
to create. ‘We decided to 
make the biggest identity 
that the world had ever 
seen and transform it into 
a whole physical area that 
the visitors could climb and 
interact with,’ he explains. 
Similarly, its 5×3-foot 
creation for the cover of 
The Washington Post used 
clay, paint, neon lighting, 
concrete and fake grass. 
‘We love to take the design 
out of the computer again 
and make it all by hand in 
a very tactile way,’ Fredrik 
tells The Post. snask.com

‘IF YOU’RE DOING 
SOMETHING AND NO ONE 

HATES IT, IT MEANS NO 
ONE LOVES IT.’ – SNASK

01
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The 2016 Design Indaba was alive with creative 
flair and innovative solutions for a better world

TEXT JESSICA ROSS PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED

15
INGENIOUS 
MOMENTS 
IN DESIGN

+READ HL’S INTERVIEW 

WITH THE WORLD’S MOST 

CREATIVE AGENCY, SNASK, AT 

HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA



02
DESIGN AS 
PLAYFUL AS IT 
IS POWERFUL 
Everything Jaime Hayón 
creates packs a playful 
punch, whether it’s a 
purple sausage-like chair, 
a green rocking chicken 
(large enough for an adult), 
a ping-pong-racket mirror 
or a cute monkey sidetable. 
There’s little the Spanish 
artist doesn’t create – he’s 
made covetable art and 
inventive solutions for 
urban mobility, furniture 
that’s practical and 
amusing, and intuitive 
interiors. ‘I never categorise 
myself – I don’t know if 
tomorrow I’ll write a book 
or be an architect,’ says 
Jaime, whose first major 
US commission, Tiovivo: 
Whimsical Sculptures by 
Jaime Hayón, runs from 
3 June to 27 November at 
the High Museum of Art, 
Atlanta. hayonstudio.com
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DESIGN THAT YOU CAN GROW 
Kazuya Kawasaki is a fashion designer, but the clothes he’s making 
probably won’t be shown at New York Fashion Week anytime soon. 
The Japanese graduate has devised a system for growing material 
through biohacking. His experiments explore the possibilities of 
biotechnology in garment design, and provide fashion that can have 
a positive impact on the environment (with no waste) and society. 
While the process looks pretty lo-fi (the biomaterials are grown 
in a blow-up pool), his combination of technology and biology is 
propelling fashion design into the future. kzykwsk.tumblr.com

DESIGN TO GIVE DIRECTION 
IMAGINE TRYING TO MAP THE ROUTES OF THE MINIBUS 
TAXIS IN JOHANNESBURG OR CAPE TOWN. ALMOST 
IMPOSSIBLE, RIGHT? THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT MAXWELL 
MUTANDA OF STUDIO [D] TALE DID IN HARARE, ZIMBABWE 
– AND IT WORKS. THE DESIGN HOUSE, WHICH HAS OFFICES 
IN LONDON AND HARARE, TRACKED AND MAPPED OVER 
200 ROUTES IN THE NETWORK FOR ITS DOLLAR VANS 
PROJECT, AND IT’S DEVELOPING AN APP THAT USES 
CROWDSOURCING TO UPDATE COMMUTERS ON THE STATUS 
OF THE CARS VIA A LIVE FEED. STUDIODTALE.COM

‘[ARCHITECTS] NEED TO TAKE 
AN ETHICAL POSITION, LIKE 

DOCTORS OR LAWYERS.’ – 
ALFREDO BRILLEMBOURG

03

04
05

DESIGN TO CHANGE 

PEOPLE’S HOMES 

Informality is the new 
normality, says Alfredo 
Brillembourg of Urban-
Think Tank, who is 
reimagining low-cost 
housing in areas such 
as Khayelitsha. The 
Venezuelan designer 
asks the community 
and its thinkers and 
makers to develop two-
storey housing that can 
ultimately lead to greater 
structural significance and 
give agency back to the 
community. u-tt.com
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DESIGN TO MAKE US TAKE NOTICE 
‘You have to make an idiot out of yourself once a day,’ says Erik 
Kessels of KesselsKramer, who sifted through thousands of ‘penis 
selfies’ to catalogue them in a book called Useful Photography 
#013. The Dutch artist, designer and curator places emphasis on 
fun in advertising and marketing, and it’s difficult to get through 
one of his ads without cracking a smile: his work for Hans Brinker 
Budget Hotel – ‘the biggest shithole I ever saw’, says Erik – is a 
particularly hilarious example (‘It can’t get any worse, but we’ll 
do our very best’). kesselskramer.com

DESIGN THAT 
IS SEAMLESS 
The clothes in Vera de Pont’s Pop Up 
collection are cut out from one single 
piece of material by the wearer 
for an instant fashion statement. 
Comprising five silkscreen-printed 
or woven coats (one of which is a 
shorter, cropped piece), the range 
is supplied as rolls of fabric from 
which the wearer cuts their desired 
coat. Colours and graphic lines add 
contour and shape the garment. 
‘Why not skip the sewing process 
and help reduce wastage when 
manufacturing clothing?’ the Design 
Academy Eindhoven graduate asks. 
veradepont.com

06

07

08
DESIGN FOR CHARITY 

With a little tilt of the head, the 
redesigned change box for British 
cancer charity Maggie’s thanks 
you for your donation. Benjamin 
Hubert of London design agency 
Layer used silicon instead of 
plastic, giving the coin box a 
softer look. The ergonomic design 
takes into consideration those 
receiving the donation as well as 
those giving. layerdesign.com



DESIGN FOR EVERYONE
WHEN FREDERICO GELLI, FOUNDER OF BRAZILIAN 
AGENCY TÁTIL, CONCEPTUALISED THE DESIGN 
FOR THE RIO 2016 LOGO, HE INVITED HIS WHOLE 
TEAM – FROM CLEANERS TO CLIENT LIASONS – TO 
COLLABORATE. THE RESULT IS AN OLYMPIC LOGO 
THAT’S UNIVERSALLY UNDERSTOOD, REPRESENTATIVE 
OF CARIOCAS, INNOVATIVE AND HAPPY – AND IT’S 
ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL OLYMPIC LOGOS 
EVER MADE. THE PARALYMPICS DESIGN (ABOVE) IS 
A MULTISENSORY PIECE IN WHICH A 3-D ABSTRACT 
HEART EMITS A BEATING PULSE WHEN A PERSON 
APPROACHES. TATIL.COM.BR

DESIGN FOR IMPROVED COMMUNITY 
British studio Assemble is a collective of architects, 
planners and designers interested in working with 

communities to shape low-cost, low-impact buildings. 
Yardhouse, a prototype workspace, demonstrates that a 
structure can be erected, customised, disassembled and 
re-erected elsewhere. The ongoing Granby Four Streets 

reclaims deteriorated areas through creative projects 
including a community winter garden to be housed inside 

the empty shell of two houses. assemblestudio.co.uk

11
12

09 10
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DESIGN TO HEAL In response to a cholera outbreak following Haiti’s 
2010 earthquake, Rwandan architect Christian Benimana and the Model of 
Architecture Serving Society (MASS) designed a building to boost healing. 
Working with Haitian healthcare provider Les Centres Gheskio and the 
community, MASS built a replicable state-of-the-art centre complete with 
a wastewater treatment facility, so preventing recontamination of water. 
A network of screens, created by local craftspeople, provides ventilation 
and allows natural daylight to stream in. ‘If buildings can make us sick, they 
can also make us healthy,’ says Christian. massdesigngroup.org

‘I’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE 
AN ARCHITECT FOR ONE SIMPLE 

REASON: ARCHITECTS ARE COOL.’ 
– CHRISTIAN BENIMANA

DESIGN TO CHANGE 
PERCEPTIONS 
Think the theatre is stuffy? You haven’t 
been to London’s Almeida then, recently 
rebranded by NB Studio. ‘You have to 
learn the rules before you break them,’ 
say creative directors Alan Dye and Nick 
Finney. Using branding, advertising and 
a good measure of humour, they deliver 
a modern identity that remains relevant 
to its audience. nbstudio.co.uk



13

14

15
+Read more about Thomas Chapman’s 

work at houseandleisure.co.za

DESIGN THAT ADAPTS 
Swiss graduate industrial designer Christophe 
Guberan is 3-D printing customisable, ‘shape-
shifting’ shoes using ‘active textile’ at MIT’s 
Self-Assembly Lab. The fabric, created by 3-D 
printing plastic in varied thicknesses onto a 
stretched piece of textile in a pattern, morphs to 
the user’s foot while retaining support, allowing 
for unique textiles that change in response to their 
environment. christopheguberan.ch

DESIGN FOR RECLAIMING HERITAGE 
The Trevor Huddleston CR Memorial Centre has a special 
place in Sophiatown’s heart. The man it is named for was a 
local hero and his life is just one of the multitude of stories 
forming the rich tapestry of a community with an important 
history. Architect Thomas Chapman of Local Studio wanted 
to create a truly public area, and the new hall is a modern 
space that still observes its heritage. ‘The [remembrance] 
screen takes the idea of community engagement further 
in that it’s part of the building that can constantly be 
transformed by its users,’ says Thomas. localstudio.co.za
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DESIGN FOR 
HEALTH 
UGANDAN 
INDUSTRIAL 
DESIGNER PIA 
NYAKAIRU RECENTLY 
GRADUATED 
FROM CARLETON 
UNIVERSITY IN 
OTTAWA, WHERE 
HER THESIS LOOKED 
INTO IMPROVING THE 
BREAST CANCER 
REHABILITATION 
EXPERIENCE. HER 
DEVICE WORKS WITH 
SMARTPHONE APPS 
AND ALLOWS MEDICS 
TO COMMUNICATE 
WITH PATIENTS 
WHILE MONITORING 
THEIR RECOVERY 
REMOTELY – PLUS 
IT’S A WHOLE 
LOT SLEEKER 
THAN ANYTHING 
YOU’LL FIND IN THE 
DOCTOR’S OFFICE. 
PIANYAKAIRU.COM 
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INTERNATIONAL PURVEYOR OF FABRICS, WALLPAPERS, RUGS AND HOME DECOR ESSENTIALS  

www.hertex.co.za

A WELL WOVEN TALE
Introducing the Weaves collection by Studio H. 

A collection of linens created by European artisans. 



+SEE OUR OTHER FAVOURITE 

DAVID ADJAYE PROJECTS

AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA

here’s a reason that the nine-metre-
tall rectangular architectural shell of 
businesswoman Reni Folawiyo’s Alara 

concept store stands out so starkly against 
the profile of the surrounding buildings 
on Victoria Island in Lagos: this is not just 
a shop, nor is it like anything Nigeria has 
been home to before. Rather, it is a distinct 
announcement that African fashion, crafts, 
art and design warrant luxury status and 
international attention.

‘Reni and I have a shared vision to 
ensure that Africa has a place in the global 
design conversation,’ explains celebrated 
Ghanaian-British architect David Adjaye, 
the man behind this project and many 
other award-winning structures across 
the globe (the Skolkovo Moscow School of 
Management and the Nobel Peace Centre 
in Oslo, for example). ‘Africa is growing at 
an astounding pace, especially in engine 
countries such as Nigeria, and there is a 
fantastic creative class emerging that needs 
a voice.’ It has been given a resounding one 
in the form of Alara.

Because the building is, in David’s 
words, ‘very much a celebration of its 
context’, its architecture pays homage 

T to regional references, with the most 
prominent design element being the red 
graphic metal screen over the front of 
the glass facade. This draws inspiration 
from both the slatted brise soleil of the 
surrounding structures and from the 
patterns on the traditional adire cloths 
made by Yoruba women in Nigeria.

But the modern manifestation of this 
feature, the use of cast concrete inside 
and out (a pigmented-clay red on the 
exterior and black within), the geometric 
slices of light on the walls and ceiling, 
and the polished white display platforms 
that ascend the interior evoke a very 
contemporary scene. The result is a world-
class shrine to design that imbues every 
item within it with the covetable sense 
of luxury that it deserves.

The placement of pan-African furniture, 
art, ceramics, jewellery and fashion – 
from the likes of Burkina Faso’s Hamed 
Ouattara, Côte d’Ivoire-based Loza 
Maléombho, Malian Cheick Diallo and 
Nigeria’s own Lisa Folawiyo and Duro 
Olowu – next to Valentino, Tom Dixon, 
Dries van Noten and Sophia Webster 
draws attention to the parallel beauty 

and quality of local and Western goods. 
While unified by the shop’s refined interior, 
the vast constellation of high-end products 
is a lesson in diversity that ‘challenges the 
notion that Africa is a monolithic entity,’ as 
David says. 

Beyond the retail aspect, Alara also 
celebrates the contemporary Nigerian 
lifestyle with a shaded restaurant at the 
rear of the building, an art gallery held 
within the boutique’s glazed rooftop 
space and an interior design consultancy 
for clients wanting to transport the 
sophisticated Alara aesthetic into their 
own spaces.

The whole offering strongly suggests 
that we should be shifting our gaze to 
Lagos as an up-and-coming design nucleus. 
More broadly than that though, it is, we 
hope, a harbinger of what we can expect 
from a thriving, better-recognised Africa 
of the future.  alaralagos.com 

This world-class luxury lifestyle boutique in Lagos 
heralds a new tomorrow for pan-African design

COMPILED BY DAYLE KAVONIC PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED, INSTAGRAM

alara ascendant
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CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT A medley 
of garments graces the window of Alara; 
table and chairs by Botswanan furniture 
brand Mabeo stand beneath an artwork 
by Nigerian artist Raqib Bashorun; a 
Cheick Diallo chair in striking conversation 
with one of Hamed Ouattara’s unique 
consoles; this vibrant Valentino bag fits in 
perfectly; a detail of a mural designed by 
artist Victor Ehikhamenor for restaurant 
Nok By Alara; this ascending series 
of polished platforms and landings 
showcases everything from fashion to 
homeware. The remarkable mask is by 
Cyrus Kabiru; sculptural works stand 
out against geometric design details. 
OPPOSITE A striking translucent metal 
screen veils the entrance to the store.

TRENDS BY DESIGN



Price subject to change

Brooklyn, Durbanville, Fourways, Green Point, Knysna, Kramerville, Nelspruit, Umhlanga  
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HOMES
The furnishings in Frikkie Snyman and Braham van 
Wyk’s home aren’t merely a simple nod to a historical 

style – they constitute an ongoing design-driven dialogue 
with the architecture. There are a million sly references 

to the circular shape of the building, not to mention a 
design aficionado’s brain-teaser of connections 

and allusions.

ARTIST’S HOME
The ever-changing 
rhythms and 
moods of Cape 
Town’s bustling 
city centre leave 
a visible mark 
on this carefully 
curated apartment 
that’s home to a 
celebrated local 
artist page 44

VISIONARY  
HOME
A savvy interior 
designer and 
a lawyer–pastry 
chef worked hand 
in hand to bring 
a complex abode 
in Sandhurst, 
Johannesburg, 
into the light  
page 52

CURATED HOME
Lovingly gathered 
collections and 
items of distinction 
meld with pieces 
of a top young 
designer’s own 
making in his 
home and nearby 
workshop in 
Observatory, Cape 
Town page 60

RESTORED  
HOME
This delightfully 
quirky and magically 
thoughtful 1960s 
flat in Bryanston, 
Johannesburg, 
has inspired a 
striking design 
essay expressed 
in objects and 
subtle nods page 68PH
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THE EVER-CHANGING RHYTHMS AND MOODS OF CAPE TOWN’S 
CITY CENTRE SHAPE THIS CAREFULLY CURATED APARTMENT

TAKING FORM
TEXT REBEKAH KENDAL STYLING GEMMA BEDFORTH PHOTOGRAPHS MICKY HOYLE



‘I like working from home and being 
surrounded by all of my possessions 

– mainly the archive of books and 
music that I have,’ says Rodan 

Kane Hart of his apartment in Bree 
Street, Cape Town. He’s seated in a 

Wassily chair by Marcel Breuer. In the 
background is ‘Absolute Reflection’, 
a sculpture he made in collaboration 

with Jonathan Freemantle for the 
Johannesburg Art Fair’s after-party 

in 2014. OPPOSITE ‘The city can 
be quite sterile and clinical,’ Rodan 
says. ‘A bit of greenery just breaks 

it up and makes it softer.’ The green 
armchair is from an auction, and 

the sculpture in the foreground is a 
brass piece from Vent(s), a series of 

sculptures Rodan created in 2015.  
The chair facing the sculpture is a 

Wishbone by Hans Wegner.
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‘T he view of the city is always changing because of ongoing 
construction,’ says Rodan Kane Hart about the scene 
through the three large double-sash windows that line 

one of the walls of his loft apartment. ‘I find this change very 
interesting in relation to the work I create – predominantly 
sculptural works inspired by architecture.’

While the location of the apartment is a little unorthodox – the 
fourth floor of a semi-commercial building in the effervescent 
Bree Street precinct – the artist thrives on the energy of the city. 
Admittedly Cape Town isn’t as urban as Joburg or Shanghai (where 
Rodan will take up a residency later this year), but it passes muster. 

‘I think that one of the major attractions for me was the fact 
that it is so central. It’s an interesting place to be living. Very 
vibrant. It’s appropriate for where I am right now in my life.’

When he moved into the apartment three years ago, Rodan 
did a few light alterations and repainted the majority of the 
120-square-metre apartment, including the wooden floors. The 
corner near the kitchen has been given a splash of Kloof blue, 
which adds a decisive touch to an otherwise understated palette. 

‘I’ve gone clinical and light – it’s quite neutral – and it gets 
great natural light. I’ve been using the space for a long time as 
my conceptual studio, where I do a lot of designing and drawing, 
small sculptures and things like that. 

‘I haven’t done much to the structure because it has I-beams, 
which support the upper floor and demarcate the space nicely. 
So I’ve divided the space up into sections accordingly – one of the 
“cubicles” is my bedroom, another my studio, the dining room in 
the centre, the lounge in the left corner and a collection of music 
in one of the spaces perpendicular to the studio. The spaces are 
demarcated visually rather than physically.’

Throughout the expansive living area he has used sculptures and 
artworks – not to mention furniture by designers such as Starck, 
Le Corbusier and Wegner – to create visually distinct zones without 
compromising on the open-plan design’s spacious atmosphere. The 
only other room in the apartment is the bathroom, and the contrast 
between it and the rest of the apartment is striking. ‘I’ve made it 
rather intimate by painting it black. It has accents of colour through 
the plants and a few pieces of furniture.’



ABOVE, FROM FAR LEFT All of the artworks 
in the studio are Rodan’s: fragments yet to 

be exhibited, parts of past exhibitions, or 
maquettes that will be realised in larger 

forms one day; the table in the kitchen is a 
piece Rodan designed for an exhibition in 

Johannesburg in 2013; Rodan produced the 
brass sculpture in 2015 as part of Vent(s). 

The lamp is from friend Ernst Eloff of Ernst 
H Interiors (ernsthinteriors.com), and the 
white-and-black ceramic vase – by David 

Shapiro – was bought at Decade in Jozi 
(decademodern.co.za); Rodan points out that 

the music area, which includes his collection 
of records, guitars and turntables, came 

together organically. He and a collaborator 
created the aluminium shelf that holds his 

record collection (hartdesign.co.za). The 
cabinet was sourced from Ashbey’s Galleries 

in Cape Town (ashbeysgalleries.co.za). 

Not surprisingly, Rodan’s apartment is a veritable gallery. The 
sculptures dotted around the apartment give it an edgy, industrial 
character, and none of the carefully curated spaces is without 
some form of painting, ceramic or small sculpture.  ‘I’ve found 
that I’ve ended up appreciating and collecting a lot of work made 
by people I have personal relationships with, mainly because the 
work becomes a symbol of them.’

The apartment is noticeably short on storage space — a sizeable 
challenge for anyone trying to create an uncluttered, minimal 
look. ‘When you don’t have any storage space you’ve got to be very 
specific about which items you have, continually being aware 
that things are always on display. The practical things in your life 
have to have some sort of aesthetic value. It’s a continual process 
of moving items, organising and displaying things in unique and 
interesting curatorial ways.’

Rodan’s life, much like the city, seems to be in a constant state 
of flux, and his apartment reflects this. At any given moment it 
could be reconfigured to take on an entirely new form, and this 
is what makes it so appealing.  rodankanehart.com
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The lift opens directly into the flat, 
giving it the feel of a New-York-style 
loft apartment. The armchair against 
the wall is Le Corbusier. Philippe 
Starck’s Costas chairs surround 
the dining table, and a Tizio desk 
lamp by Richard Sapper looms over 
Rodan’s laptop.
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‘IT’S A CONTINUAL PROCESS OF MOVING 
ITEMS, ORGANISING AND DISPLAYING 
THINGS IN UNIQUE AND INTERESTING 
CURATORIAL WAYS.’



ABOVE, FROM LEFT Rodan’s collection 
of books – sourced locally and during his 

travels abroad – is kept in place by faux 
marble bookends from a collectable store 
in Woodstock; ‘I got that painting from a 
woman I studied with,’ says Rodan of the 

bathroom. ‘I like that it is what it is.’ The bath 
was sourced by the landlord of the building 

and actually came in the dark blue colour. 
OPPOSITE The sculpture in the foreground 

is by artist Bella Knemeyer, the clothing rack 
is an artwork by Ben Johnson, and chair 

and footstool to the left of it are by Oddvin 
Rykken. The clock was bought at a store in 

the Long Street Antique Arcade. 
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RODAN’S HOME TRUTHS

The best thing about living here is that it is so centrally located and 
surrounded by interesting places. My art is heavily influenced by the 
forms and structures of living in the city. My favourite area in the 

house is probably my studio area because it is where I spend most 
of my time. I guess my style is minimal, but I wouldn't go so far as 
to say I’m a minimalist. I don't like things that are too ostentatious, 
flamboyant or ornate. I've found bits and pieces of furniture online 
on second-hand platforms and I've found a number of pieces at 
auction. If I were to give design advice it would be: commit to the 
process and commit to things that you have never done before 
and learn from those things. I collect vinyls, specifically 1980s 
alternative punk and post-punk. I like to go record hunting – it's 
exciting! The first thing I do when I get home is put on some music. 
My most treasured piece of furniture is probably my studio desk. It 
has sentimental value because I made it for an exhibition when I was 
still at university, and I've been using it every day for over six years. 
On my bedside table you’ll find a fern and a stack of architectural 
magazines called Mark. I really like eating out; my favourite places 
include Carne SA in Keerom Street, Il Leone Mastrantonio in Cobern 
Street and Saigon in Kloof Street. When it comes to entertaining 

I like things to be open and organic. If a party happens, it happens. 
They tend to be casual affairs with a whole bunch of people. +BE INSPIRED BY RODAN’S ART 

AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA



opened up
TEXT BOB TRUDA STYLING AND PHOTOGRAPHS ELSA YOUNG

A SAVVY INTERIOR DESIGNER AND A LAWYER–PASTRY CHEF 
COLLUDED TO BRING THIS COMPLEX SANDHURST ABODE 

INTO THE LIGHT
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Anatomy Design (anatomydesign.co.za) 
transformed this Sandhurst home by adding 
floor-to-ceiling windows wherever possible, 
thereby letting in ample light and providing 
multiple access points to the garden. 
OPPOSITE A Lorraine table light by Anatomy 
Design perches atop a Gregor Jenkin server 
from Tonic (tonicdesign.co.za), with artworks 
by Mia Widlake (studio19.co) and Nicole 
Levenberg (nicolelevenberg.carbonmade.com) 
creating the perfect backdrop.

VISIONARY HOME



hen it came to building 
a new home for herself, 
the owner of this sleek 
Sandhurst residence 

quickly discovered that to translate her 
ideas into drawings she’d need someone 
who truly understood her vision. 

She’d bought her home off-plan, and 
while the advantages of living in a complex 
were obvious, one of the biggest downsides 
quickly reared its head. She was soon 
faced with an unbudging one-size-fits-all 
approach to design, and in hindsight could 
never have anticipated what a struggle the 
process would be architecturally. 

She was near her wits’ end and tired 
of fighting with the complex architects 
when she met Joburg product and 
interiors designer Andrea Kleinloog of 
Anatomy Design.

‘Andrea just got my vision,’ says the 
owner of her brief to create an airy house 
with good flow. ‘She helped me transform 
the space. If you were to see the original 
plans, you wouldn’t believe it’s the 
same house.’

‘To improve the flow, we had to open 
up – more windows, more light, more fresh 
air,’ says the designer. Her first move was 
therefore to do away with the countless 
dinky windows, installing large sliding 
doors instead, and creating corridors of 
glass that allowed in ample natural light 
while giving a greater sense of space. 

The fluid relationship between the 
open-plan home and the outdoor space was 
enhanced by the addition of a Zen garden, 
complete with varying levels and abundant 
plants such as Japanese maples, black 
bamboo and lily pads. 

Anatomy Design custom-made much of the furniture for this 
home, such as the couch, which is now sold as the HG sofa, 
and the HG bench, whose legs required newly-learnt skills in 
turning copper. A Cube coffee table from Tonic sits atop a 
Paco rug (pacorugs.co.za), while the occasional chairs were 
sourced from Modernist (modernist.biz) and reupholstered 
with Mark Alexander fabric (markalexander.com).

W
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The sleek open-plan kitchen was 
produced by Slavin and Company 

(slavinandcompany.com), while 
the dining room table was another 
custom piece by Anatomy Design, 

complemented by Tulip chairs from 
Guideline MNF (guidelinemnf.co.za). 

OPPOSITE, FROM TOP In the study 
a DS desk by Anatomy and an Arper 
chair from Limeline (limeline.co.za) 

are softened by a traditional Persian 
rug from Paco; black and brass 

contrasts make for beautiful  
desktop details.
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‘The house has an incredible feel to it 
now,’ says the owner, while Andrea adds, 
‘It’s a compact home, but no longer feels 
like it’ – proof that they achieved what they 
set out to do. 

The homeowner is a lawyer by profession, 
but in her spare time she moonlights as a 
pastry chef, whipping up everything from 
macarons to petits fours for parties of up to 
500, all out of her home. ‘The kitchen is so 
important to me, yet on the original plans 
it was closed off and poky.’

Andrea set about opening up the kitchen 
to the rest of the house and adding features 
that rival those of a top restaurant. The 
compact kitchen now contains two full-size 
ovens and extractors, a cold storage room, a 
regular fridge, walk-in pantry, scullery and 
enough counter space to bake up a storm. 
All this without feeling at all squashed.

‘One of the aspects of Andrea’s approach 
to design that I appreciate most’, says the 
owner, ‘is her insistence on considering 
function over aesthetics.’ Take the marble 
slab atop the kitchen counter. Andrea 
recognised that while marble may be 
the material of choice for pastry chefs, it 
has a tendency to stain. Instead of using 
marble for the counters, she opted for more 
practical, non-staining Caeserstone. She 
then added a large, incredibly beautiful 
marble slab off which the owner could 
create pastries – a slab that is undoubtedly 
a focal feature of the kitchen.

The glass pantry is another example of 
forward-thinking design, where walls were 
made of glass rather than mortar, in order 
to conserve space in the small kitchen. 

The owner also appreciated Andrea’s 
ability to predict how the spaces in the 
house would be used – and to meticulously 
plan around that. ‘For example, she could 
visualise where all the furniture would 
eventually go and placed the light and plug 
points appropriately, positioning them 
where they would be easily accessible but 
neat and hidden,’ she says. ‘This was very 
important for a neat freak like me.’

Andrea and the owner ended up joining 
forces when it came to choosing furniture 
too. ‘It was a collaborative process of 
curating and developing,’ says Andrea. 
‘We’d search for the perfect item, and if we 
couldn’t find it, we’d custom-make a piece.’ 
The experience was rewarding as it wasn’t 
rushed, and they steadily filled the house 
piece by carefully considered piece.

‘It’s fair to say the house is a beautifully 
finished and well-thought-out space,’ says 
Andrea. ‘Every element for a functional, 
happy life has been considered.’  
anatomydesign.co.za

‘THE HOUSE HAS AN INCREDIBLE 
FEEL TO IT NOW. IT’S COMPACT, BUT 

NO LONGER FEELS LIKE IT.’



CLOCKWISE FROM TOP In the main bedroom, pendant lights 
from La Basse-cour (bassecour.co.za) frame a custom bed and 
HG pedestal by Anatomy Design; one of the owner’s favourite 
features in her home is this free-standing bath by Victoria + Albert 
(vandabaths.com); a Gubi mirror from Tonic adds spectacular detail 
to the guest bathroom. OPPOSITE The homeowner is an intrepid 
traveller, and picked up this brass mirror on one of her adventures. 



Q&A WITH ANDREA KLEINLOOG

How do you define style? Effortlessness. 
It shouldn’t be contrived. Favourite building 

or interiors you wish you’d designed? 
Locally, the Singita Lodges and the Slow 
Lounges. I’m no architect, but it’s difficult to 
not to wish I had thought up Circa Gallery. 
Internationally, David Chipperfield’s Valentino 
store in New York, John Pawson’s design for 
the St Moritz Church in Augsburg, Germany. 
Favourite architectural style or design era? 
Every architecture movement had its own 
‘hero’. I think as architecture has evolved 
each period has shown a unique response 
to its circumstances. That initial break from 
the ‘expected’ is what I value. Personally, 
I would say I am more inclined towards the 
early Modernists (the later Modernists are a 
bit too clinical). Local architects you admire? 
I have been immensely privileged to work 
with a wonderful spectrum of architects. 
Pierre Swanepoel of StudioMAS has kept me 
both on my toes and in constant admiration. 
Most exciting project you’ve worked on? 
It would be hard to single out only one, as 
they are so varied – from the sleek new face 
for Sasfin Bank to the decadent Collective 
by Charles Greig. One of our most exciting 
projects for 2016 is the opening of a (huge) 
new Anatomy Design store in the Rosebank 
Art Mile. What is your interiors motto? ‘But 
does it serve a purpose?’ Favourite piece of 

design advice? Does is it come in black? Pet 

design hate? Egos.  What are your favourite 

shops? Aesop stores – as many as I can get 
to – or Merci in Paris.

+SEE THE HOME OF ANATOMY DESIGN 

INTERIOR DESIGNER MEGAN HESSE 

AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA
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CHERISHED COLLECTIONS AND ITEMS OF DISTINCTION MINGLE WITH THIS TOP YOUNG 
DESIGNER’S OWN PIECES IN HIS CAPE TOWN HOME AND NEARBY WORKSHOP

KEEPING IT TIDY
TEXT GENEVIEVE PUTTER STYLING MIA VINCENT PHOTOGRAPHS MICKY HOYLE 



Laurie Wiid van Heerden taking some time 
out in his Cape Town home with his cats Finn 
and Kai. OPPOSITE A sculpture by Ceramic 
Matters, whose owners are close friends 
and sometimes-collaborators of Laurie’s. He 
regularly outsources some of his ceramic 
work to them.
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aurie Wiid van Heerden is an anomaly. At only 28 years old 
the prolific South African designer has already picked up 
numerous local awards and collaborated with artists such 

as Lionel Smit and local design peers Ceramic Matters. Under 
the umbrella of local design platform Southern Guild, Laurie has 
exhibited his covetable creations at international fairs such as 
100% Design in London, Design Days Dubai, DesignMiami and 
Design Basel. What’s more, he didn’t graduate with a degree in 
any discipline or even attempt attendance at a tertiary institution. 
‘Some things you can only learn through time, hard work and a 
hands-on approach,’ he says with a confidence beyond his years. 

Opting for a practical application of his innate creativity as 
opposed to a theoretical one, Laurie went from being a high 
school student with a love for ‘thing-making’ to embarking on 
consecutive apprenticeships to some of South Africa’s design and 
art-world heavyweights. ‘Otto [du Plessis] and Charles [Haupt] 
from Bronze Age provided me with the opportunity to learn about 
bronze-casting, mould-making, sawmilling, sculpting and project 
management. Working with Wim Botha was more of a personal 

journey on which I learned specialised practical skills and also 
essential life skills,’ he says. With mentors of this calibre it was 
inevitable that he would follow in their footsteps, as a design star 
but also as a successful entrepreneur, who today – barely out of his 
twenties – is at the helm of his own industrial and product design 
company, Wiid Design.

It all comes together in Laurie’s workshop/studio/showroom 
in Observatory, which opened 18 months ago. The space is 
exceptionally orderly, and if the adage of ‘the state of a person’s 
workspace is a reflection of what goes on in their mind’ is anything 
to go by, then Laurie again goes against the grain of what a highly 
creative individual is thought to be. He is unbelievably organised, 
a quality that has stood him in good stead to run the business 
and admin side of Wiid Design – again a highly unusual feat for a 
successful creative, but one that comes intuitively to Laurie and is 
all part of his daily grind. ‘There is no secret, I would say: perhaps 
hard work, determination and keeping a balance for sanity’s sake,’ 
he says, not to mention keeping things neat and tidy, which follows 
through to his home space just up the road. 

L



ABOVE, FROM FAR LEFT TO RIGHT 
Laurie’s home is packed to the brim with 

collectables and restored antique furniture 
juxtaposed with contemporary art pieces 

and decor accessories; this French oak 
cabinet was bought at an antique shop in 

Hermanus (‘I love how it offers an interesting 
way to display things,’ says Laurie); a 

dramatic artwork by Christiaan Diedericks 
(chrisdiedericks.co.za) watches over the 

fireplace; everywhere your eye falls you’ll 
find interesting tableaux of collectables, art 

and furniture.

‘SOME THINGS 
YOU CAN ONLY 
LEARN THROUGH 
TIME, HARD WORK 
AND A HANDS-
ON APPROACH.’

+FIND MORE ON CERAMIC MATTERS 

AND THE OWNERS’ HISTORIC HOME 

AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA
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How did you go about curating your home? I curate randomly by 
mixing different objects, art and furniture. Even from a young age, 
I always loved antique shops, vintage markets and dealers, nurseries 
and interesting shops. I tend to stay away from commercial 
shopping, I prefer bespoke pieces and I absolutely love to trade with 
fellow designers and artists. Bespoke pieces? Sounds like quality is 

pretty crucial… It’s highly important for me to always have quality 
pieces in my home, no matter what they are. One of my obsessions 
is to buy antiques and restore them myself, which is relatively easy 
with my studio just around the corner and essential before bringing 
it into my personal space – everything must be perfect. And is that 

how things are at the studio? It’s also neat and clean, and gives off 
that ‘laboratory/museum’ feel. I think one of the main styling or 
curating factors would probably be that it’s constantly changing. 
How so? I mix a lot of natural materials such as large timber benches 
or antique cabinets with more recent cork pieces and ceramics. This 
would then be integrated with the actual building, for example, 
blending it with the epoxy floors, black facade and white interior 
walls. What do you look forward to most when arriving at your 

ABOVE, FROM LEFT Even Laurie’s bathroom 
has a point of interest with the eerie Ceramic 

Matters masks adorning the walls; his 
outdoor courtyard is brimming with pot 

plants and planters, and is where he spends 
most evenings braaing, one of his favourite 
things to do. OPPOSITE His bedroom is his 
favourite room in his home. ‘It’s a peaceful 

and very personal space – a room where I can 
rest, read and just chill.’ 
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studio in the morning? Designing new work and knowing that 
I have the freedom of creating what I want, when I want. Also 
working with great people and an awesome team in a beautiful, 
stimulating environment. What about when you get home at 

the end of the day? Generally I work quite late and when I come 
home I usually play with my cats, water my plants and have a 
beer or a glass of wine. When I am not visiting friends and family 
over the weekend, I redecorate my home by moving paintings or 
furniture around – this happens quite often. Tell us about some of 

your favourite collectables in your home. I would have to choose 
the small William Kentridge ink drawing, which he drew for 
me when I stayed in an artist residency in Simon’s Town. Also, 
my Wim Botha ink drawings, which he gave to me for assisting 
him on various projects and exhibitions. The hand-carved and 
sculpted Ceramic Matters plates depicting almost biblical figures 
wrestling with creatures. And I must mention my tortoise shell 
and antique walking stick collections, which I would never trade 
or sell. What's the best part about living and working in Obs? 

Observatory is a strange but very interesting place. There are 

quite a lot of students here, small businesses and also residential 
houses. I love the youthful energy and that it’s always been a very 
creative and busy little suburb, especially with Lower Main Road’s 
vibey restaurants. One can also find beautiful old Victorian houses 
here and, most importantly, roads with lots of trees.   
wiiddesign.co.za

 

 

‘ONE OF MY OBSESSIONS 
IS TO BUY ANTIQUES 
AND RESTORE THEM 
IN MY STUDIO.’



THE CREATIVE PROCESS
Laurie is the African ambassador for Amorim Cork, a subsidiary to the Amorim  
Group, which is the world’s largest natural cork producer and distributor. Cork is the  

new frontier in natural material product design as it is 100 per cent sustainable, durable 
and resistant to wear. It is also lightweight, impermeable to liquids and easily machinable. 
‘I first saw cork being used in product design in Paris about six years ago. From there I 
decided to import solid cork blocks from Portugal; almost immediately I got inspired by 
its various properties and designed a lighting range,’ says Laurie. Aside from cork, Laurie 

also loves working with reclaimed timber. He says, ‘The facade-grade cork I mostly use 
in my products is 100 per cent organic and sustainable, and the reason for its darkness 
is that the cork is fired at approximately 300 degrees. The resin in the bark acts as the 
binder and fuses at this temperature, forming the cork blocks or boards I use. Regarding 
timber, some of the beams I source have great historical value and are very rare, like 
my recent timber benches made from ironwood, which was sourced from the Castle 
of Good Hope. I prefer to tell a story rather than designing or manufacturing products 
with no value, story or history.’ Up until recently Laurie was manufacturing his own 

ceramic pieces in the mezzanine level of his workshop, but he reconfigured the space 
into an ‘artist-in-residency’ area where he would like to invite international creatives 
to work. He now outsources his ceramic pieces to friends and collaborators Ceramic 
Matters. ‘I find that ceramic is one of the most challenging mediums to work with, as 
it is very unpredictable and there aren’t many skilled and reliable slip-casting mould 
makers around.’ 

ABOVE, FROM FAR LEFT 
One of the meeting rooms 

at Wiid Design features 
a Gregor Jenkin table 

(gregorjenkin.com), two 
skull sketches by Wim Botha 

gifted to Laurie during his 
apprenticeship with the 

artist (stevenson.info), as 
well as products that Laurie 
designed himself; miniature 

maquettes of Laurie’s first 
range of cork pendant 

lights made for an exhibit 
a few years ago; Laurie in 

his light-filled office; the 
double-volume showroom 

space also acts as a storage 
facility with his coveted 

outdoor birdhouse taking 
pride of place.
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THIS QUIRKY 1960S FLAT IN JOBURG HAS 
INSPIRED A DESIGN ESSAY EXPRESSED IN OBJECTS

FOUNDATION
TEXT GRAHAM WOOD STYLING TIAAN NAGEL PHOTOGRAPHS ELSA YOUNG



The main living area of Braham van Wyk and Frikkie Snyman’s 
Bryanston home includes mid-century classics such as the 
Noguchi coffee table and Le Corbusier LC2 couch. OPPOSITE 
Above the Shogun lamp by Mario Botta for Artemide is Frikkie 
and Braham’s favourite artwork, a painting by Nel Erasmus 
called ‘Flight’. Beneath it is a rare and interesting folding seat: 
the Ny chair by Takeshi Nii, designed in 1958. 
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RESTORED HOME



ou can’t really see any of the effort we’ve put into changing 
this flat,’ say Frikkie Snyman and Braham van Wyk of their 
home in Bryanston, Johannesburg. That’s because their 

efforts have been concentrated not on adding to or altering it,  
but on ‘stripping it back down to what the architect intended’. 

When the pair moved in they pulled up carpets, restored the 
parquet and removed a mock-Tudor bar. Beyond these superficial 
changes, they found that the structure of the flat had been largely 
unaltered and most of its original fittings and fixtures were intact. 

The development itself is unusual in the area, dating back to 
the mid-1960s. ‘Imagine Ponte sliced up and spread out in a park,’ 
says Braham. It was designed by forward-thinking (not to mention 
impenetrably named) architects Rhodes-Harrison Fee Bold Challis, 
and the extensive communal gardens were by Joane Pim, one of 
Johannesburg’s most influential landscapers. 

Frikkie and Braham took care not to over-restore; they wanted 
to retain a sense of the building’s age. ‘Its charm is that it is shabby 
and quirky, and that we can look after it,’ says Braham. (When 
their neighbours renovated they salvaged a hoard of Pilkington 
tiles; they tracked down locally made taps and original Vaal 
Springbok basins, both of which are remarkably still in production.) 

Their patience paid off. After living in the wedge-shaped flat  
for some time, they gradually became aware of its many subtle, 
thoughtful details. ‘All the doors open 90 degrees,’ says Braham, 
noting how the arrangement provides privacy for each room. 
Frikkie comments on how the flat’s shape leads the eye towards 
the garden. After some years, they noticed that the door of the 
guest bathroom upstairs is smaller than usual, playing a trick of 
perspective that exaggerates the distance between rooms. ‘It’s 
so uplifting to live with this architecture,’ says Frikkie. ‘You walk 
in here and feel charged.’ 

Frikkie and Braham have deliberately sought out similarly worn 
but avant-garde furniture. ‘A lot of our furniture is on its last legs,’ 
says Braham. ‘But that’s when it is at its most beautiful.’ A good deal 
of it is classic Mid-century Modern. ‘We hoped it would seem as 
if it had always been here,’ says Frikkie. There is a Noguchi coffee 
table, a Le Corbusier couch, a pair of Marcel Breuer Wassily chairs, 
a set of cantilever dining chairs… 

But the furnishings aren’t merely a simple nod to a historical 
style – they constitute an ongoing design-driven dialogue with 
the architecture. There are a million sly references to the circular 
shape of the building, and a design aficionado’s brain-teaser   

‘Y



THE DOOR OF THE GUEST BATHROOM UPSTAIRS 
IS SMALLER THAN USUAL, PLAYING A TRICK THAT 
EXAGGERATES THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ROOMS.

ABOVE, FROM LEFT On the other side of the dining table is a USM 
modular cabinet – holding an Aalto vase by Finnish designer Alvar 

Aalto and a classic cardboard toy elephant – below an artwork by Zolile 
Phetshane. The standing lamp is a Toio uplighter by Castiglioni for Flos; 

this angle of the living room affords a better view of the Ny chair by 
Takeshi Nii, along with the more famous Wassily chair by Marcel Breuer. 

OPPOSITE Frikkie and Braham in the dining area. In the background, 
on more USM modular cabinets, is a classic Bang & Olufsen 3300. 

Artworks by Mathew Brittan hang above. Just visible on the right is an 
Indian lota, the water vessel that is the subject of the famous essay by 

American Modernists Charles and Ray Eames.
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THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT In the stairwell hangs 
another light by Mario Botta: the Zefiro for 
Artemide. The artwork is by Anton Karstel; 

original finishes, such as the wooden treads 
and rail of the stairs, have been kept as they 

were. In the background, the Hang It All coat 
rack by Charles and Ray Eames is just visible. 
OPPOSITE Outside, the architecture includes 

classic 1960s details such as slasto paving 
and airbricks. The gardens were originally 
laid out by Joane Pim, a hugely influential 

Joburg landscaper whose other projects 
included work at Brenthurst Gardens. The 
chairs are an early 1980s take on a classic 

Bauhaus design. 

of connections and allusions. A random example: the lota, which 
is a circular Indian water vessel, on a plinth in the dining room. 
US pioneers of Modernism, Charles and Ray Eames (who designed 
the coat hook in the entrance hall), wrote an essay on the lota as 
an exemplary piece of design, the ancient informing the modern. 
More examples: the shower curtain is a Marimekko design from 
the year the flats were built, and the Tintin poster advertises a 
book published in the same year.

There are pieces by Braham and Frikkie’s heroes from the 1970s, 
1980s and 1990s too. For the most part the furnishings, lights and 
appliances are an exploration of what might make a classic, or at 
least a lasting design. Braham’s love of lighting led him to Richard 
Sapper’s Tizio lamp, ‘the most advanced use of halogen’, which in 
turn led to Jake Dyson’s LED lamp, ‘the first major expression of 
LED’. ‘Interacting with these things brings a quality of life that 
stuff designed to sell, not to service, just doesn’t have,’ he says.

When he and Frikkie say they find the architecture of their home 
does ‘good for the soul’, it’s also in part due to the richness they’ve 
managed to tease out of it. The love and care that characterises 
the custodianship of their ‘quirky’ and ‘shabby’ gem has enriched 
building, furnishings, art and life alike.  
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FOR THE MOST PART THE FURNISHINGS, LIGHTS AND 
APPLIANCES ARE AN EXPLORATION OF WHAT MIGHT 
MAKE A CLASSIC, OR AT LEAST A LASTING DESIGN. 



FRIKKIE AND BRAHAM’S HOME TRUTHS

The best thing about living where we do is the old 
saltwater pool at the bottom of the garden. Style 

is doing what feels most natural. Our own style, as 
it turns out, is shabby Modernism. We’re inspired 

by authenticity. Our favourite architectural style 

and design era is most of the 20th century. We 

collect design and South African contemporary 
art. Our interiors motto is: take your time and 
keep it simple. Our favourite piece of design 

advice is ‘Elevate everything as art – whether it is, 
or not.’ Our favourite room at home is the living 
room with its view onto the garden. Our pet design 

hate is cool white lighting. A few of our favourite 

things include our Dorsland riempie bed and the 
Marcel Breuer Wassily chairs. Among our most 

treasured decorative details are our original 
parquet floor and the floor-to-ceiling windows. 
Our favourite travel destination is Punda Maria Rest 
Camp in the Kruger National Park. On our playlist 

at the moment? Amason, The Internet and Kali Uchis.  

FROM FAR LEFT In the main bedroom is a 
Makio Hasuike sculptural coat rack for Italian 

firm Gedy; the bathrooms were perfectly 
preserved and restored. Braham and Frikkie 
salvaged the grey Pilkington tiles from skips 

when neighbours renovated their bathrooms; 
in the guest bedroom is one of Braham’s 

favourite designs – the early 1970s Tizio lamp 
by Richard Sapper for Artemide – on a classic 

Eileen Gray adjustable sidetable. 

+GET IDEAS ON SOURCING 

MODERNIST FURNITURE 

AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA
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LEISURE

meeting of minds
Two chefs, an artist and an interior designer came together to 

create a contemporary restaurant in Cape Town’s inner city
TEXT JESSICA ROSS PHOTOGRAPHS MICKY HOYLE
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LEISURE HOT SPOT
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CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT Mulberry 
& Prince’s palette of pink and copper is 
complemented with natural textures; the 
shop’s facade; dishes such as stracciatella 
on charred sourdough offer freshness on 
the Cape Town eatery’s menu. PREVIOUS 
PAGE Cornel Mostert and Cynthia Rivera.

alking through SoHo, New York, 
you may find yourself on the 
corner of Mulberry Street and 

Prince. It’s a lively spot where you’ll discover 
a delicatessen, a shoe store, a bookshop, a 
Catholic church, a bric-a-brac market and 
old apartment blocks with crumbly facades. 
The neighbourhood is fun and bohemian, 
beloved by locals and hidden from crowds of 
tourists, and it’s where Cornel Mostert and 
Cynthia Rivera would spend much of their 
downtime while studying at the Culinary 
Institute of America. Cornel, a Capetonian, 
had moved to New York to pursue his love 
of cooking at the CIA, where he met New 
Yorker Cynthia. ‘After travelling, working 
and eating our way all over, we wanted 
to take what we had absorbed and start 
something of our own,’ Cornel says. 

Cynthia and Cornel soon found a place to 
house their project – back in Cape Town’s 
Pepper Street, an inner-city location not 
unlike that street corner in New York. 
The name, Mulberry & Prince, followed 
naturally: ‘New York is my favourite city and 
Cynthia’s hometown; it just seemed right.’

‘We got lucky,’ Cynthia says. ‘The building 
is heritage, and on knocking down some 
walls we discovered the old bricks and 
natural stone hidden behind the plaster.’

‘Understated elegance’ was the brief for 
interior designer Adri van Zyl of Atelier, 
who put together a palette that makes 

heroes of the marble, stone and wood of the 
interior. Inside dusty pinks mingle with 
gold, warm copper and earth tones, while 
modern design lends a sophisticated look. 
It’s a restaurant that makes you feel at home, 
while a refined aesthetic reminds you that 
you’re in for a treat. 

‘It’s a recipe for success,’ artist Kurt Pio 
quips. After meeting Cornel and Cynthia, 
Kurt knew immediately that he wanted 
to be involved in creating Mulberry & 
Prince, and the pieces he painted to hang 
in the dining area mirror Adri’s decor 
scheme. ‘I wanted the viewer to be able to 
be involved in completing the works,’ Kurt 
explains. ‘Just like an actual diamond that 
changes and reflects the light and colours 
around it, so these take on endless colours 
of new facets from the minds of individual 
observers who visit.’ 

Then there’s the menu: slow-cooked pork 
in brodo with charred leeks and cucumbers; 
ricotta gnudi served in a Parmesan broth 
with mushrooms; cod with ajo blanco and 
butterbeans; stracciatella cheese with 
sorrel and charred sourdough… It’s ‘New 
American’ style, and a ‘melting pot of 
cultures and cuisines’, says Cornel. Expect 
classic dishes with a modern spin – nothing 
pretentious, only feel-good grub coming 
together in perfect harmony with art and 
design.  12 Pepper Street, Cape Town, 
mulberryandprince.co.za
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Danish Design - Delivered to You



DOUBLE WHAMMY 

The call for Jason Bakery’s bacon 

croissants, cranberry danishes and 

heavenly coffee has grown so loud 

that – to the delight of doughssant 

fans – the artisanal café has been 

pushed to open a second shop, near 

the bottom of Loop Street. The new 

eatery features a similar urban look 

and sells both Jason favourites and 

novel goods. 31–33 Loop St, CBD, 

Cape Town, jasonbakery.com

VEG OUT

Ritual Food Bar at Melville’s 27Boxes is veggie bliss with 

its fresh fare and thoughtful execution. The mushroom 

burger has already won local fame, and the menu is packed 

with soups and curries sure to warm your heart. Shop 125, 

27Boxes, 75 3rd Ave, Melville, 079-573-3989

foodie news
COMPILED BY DAYLE KAVONIC PHOTOGRAPHS ISTOCK, SUPPLIED

MICHELIN MASTERY

Jan Hendrik van der 
Westhuizen became the 
first South African chef 
to receive a Michelin star 
with his restaurant Jan 
in Nice. With his second 
cookbook, Jan – A Breath 
of French Air, locals can 
cook up their own French–
Mzansi cuisine. R395, 

Random House Struik
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LEISURE SPOTLIGHT

BY GEORGE!
We love George 
Jardine of Jordan 
Restaurant, so we 
were tickled by the 
launch of his new 
signature Jardine 
Restaurant. The 
venue sits pretty 
in a charming 
heritage building 
in Stellenbosch. 
Easy-breezy yet 
dignified, the 
eatery has evolving 
lunch and dinner 
menus that speak 
to the star of the 
show’s love affair 
with flavour. 
1 Andringa St, 

Stellenbosch, 

021-886-5020, 

restaurant

jardine.co.za

THE WELLBEING BOX MAKES HEALTHY SNACKING ALMOST CRIMINALLY CONVENIENT. 

THE SUBSCRIPTION CONCEPT SEEKS TO CHANGE HOW WE NIBBLE BY DELIVERING 

ORGANIC, GOOD-FOR-YOU MORSELS TO SUBSCRIBERS’ DOORSTEPS; THERE’S EVEN 

A VEGAN OPTION. R545–R585 PER MONTH, WELLBEINGBOX.CO.ZA

LAID-BACK CHIC
The Coop is a new bird 
on Durban’s chicken 
run. Expect quality, 
well-priced fast food 
in a striking setting. 
031-563-2452, 15 
Mackeurtan Ave, Durban
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Somewhere over the rainbow.
Mother’s Day 8 May.

CAVENDISH SQUARE .  TYGER VALLEY CENTRE .  SOMERSET MALL .  GARDENS CENTRE .  THE CONSTANTIA V ILLAGE .  K ILLARNEY MALL .  BEDFORD CENTRE .  HYDE PARK CORNER .  CLEARWATER MALL 

BROOKLYN MALL .  WOODLANDS BOULEVARD .  LA LUCIA MALL .  THE PAVIL ION .  WATERFALL MALL RUSTENBURG .  SANDTON CITY .  V&A WATERFRONT .  N ICOLWAY BRYANSTON .  CANAL WALK

WALMER PARK .  FRANSCHHOEK .  WATERSTONE V ILLAGE .  CRESTA SHOPPING CENTRE .  GROVE MALL NAM I B IA  .  BAYW E ST .  WATE R C R E ST .  MALL O F TH E S O UTH .  C E NTU R I O N MALL .  MALL O F AF R I CA

Download the Le Creuset Recipe App!LeCreusetSA 

Fill Mother’s Day with colour. Visit your nearest Le Creuset Boutique Store and make Mom’s day. 
Shop online at www.lecreuset.co.za or call our customer help line on 086 177 3321 for more 
information. Free delivery on all online orders.



what to drink 
COMPILED BY DAYLE KAVONIC, GRAHAM WOOD PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED

SOLID SILVER

Anthonij Rupert Wine’s 
heady new L’Ormarins 
eau de vie is distilled 
from carefully selected 
litchis and claims a taste 
as smooth as its packaging. 
R240, ngf.co.za

GIN MARTINI
 AND SODA

MIX 35ML OF 

BLAAUWKLIPPEN’S 

NEW AFRICAN 

BOTANICALS GIN 

WITH 5ML OF 

MARTINI BIANCO 

EXTRA-DRY 

VERMOUTH. STRAIN 

THE MIXTURE INTO 

A GLASS FILLED TO 

THE RIM WITH ICE 

AND TOP UP WITH 

30ML OF SODA 

WATER. GARNISH 

WITH ONE NEEDLE 

OF ROSEMARY 

AND A NUMBER OF 

LIGHTLY CRUSHED 

JUNIPER BERRIES.

MOUSSE SEASON
Pop, a new venue in Jozi’s Greenside, is 
putting the crackle in our conversation 
with a selection of sparkling wine by 
the glass. Fresh and raw bistro fare will 
complement the bubbles alongside a 1920s 
ambience. 137 Greenway, Greenside, JHB
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CHIC ON TAP
Wild Clover in Stellies 

has a newly designed 
brewery and tasting 

room. Done by Inhouse 
Brand Architects, the 
interior features fresh 
design details that do 

great justice to the 
brand’s craft beer. 

R304, Stellenbosch, 
021-300-0370

QUEENSBERRY 
RULES

Having launched 
The Potato Shed 

and Work Shop New 
Town, Maira and John 

Koutsoudakis (above) 
– they of The Life 

Group – now bring us 
Gentlemen’s Arthouse, 

an Edwardian-style 
art haunt serving fine 

booze and food. Colour 
us intrigued. Newtown 

Junction, 100 Carr St, 
Johannesburg

 LIQUID GOLD THE NEW PREMIUM AU GOLD RAISES THE BAR ON VODKA: 

 TRIPLE-DISTILLED IN SMALL BATCHES AND DRESSED IN A SLEEK GILDED 

 BOTTLE, IT’S A SPIRITED CELEBRATION OF EGOLI. AUGOLD.CO.ZA 
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scot kirton
The award-winning chef loves a pulled pork, avo and 
kimchi sandwich, but can’t stand green peppers

TEXT JESSICA ROSS PRODUCTION GEMMA BEDFORTH PHOTOGRAPH JAC DE VILLIERS

t’s around the time that you turn off the 
main road onto a long, winding forested 
pass that your GPS starts going haywire. 

If all the lush vegetation is telling you 
that you’ve headed way off the beaten 
track, the magical setting is countering 
that you’ve arrived in just the right place. 
Hidden up in the hilly Cape Town ’burbs, 
La Colombe at Silvermist is the stuff of 
culinary dreams – where dramatic sylvan 
vistas are almost dull served alongside 
the dishes devised by 2015 San Pellegrino 
Chef of the Year Scot Kirton. The edible 
masterpieces are a result of rigorous 
instruction and undeniable talent. ‘The 
biggest lesson I’ve learned is you need to 
be original and try not to follow the same 

direction as other chefs – you need to 
create something unique that can only be 
experienced at La Colombe,’ says Scot. 

Scot started with no formal training 
but quickly worked his way up the ranks, 
from Haute Cabriere to Gordon Ramsay’s 
Savoy Grill in London, to La Colombe 
(then at Constantia Uitsig) under the 
supervision of Luke Dale-Roberts. (‘His 
drive to be the best rubbed off on me,’ 
Scot says.) At Silvermist, however, Scot 
is the one to learn from – he’s tirelessly 
innovating with playful, tasty surprises 
that are welcomed with gasps of delight. 
lacolombe.co.za

What taste reminds you of childhood? 
Fresh chestnuts. I grew up near a forest 
full of them. What’s always in your pantry? 
French mustard, good vinegar, proper 
sea salt. If you were a drink, what would 

it be? An Old Fashioned. Laid-back, but 
I’ll knock you if you get cheeky. Where 

did you have your most memorable meal? 
Viajante by Nuno Mendes in London a 
few years back. They served a Jerusalem 

artichoke dessert that I still think about. 
Current favourite restaurant? The Pot 
Luck Club. If you could take only five food 

items with you to a desert island, what 

would they be? Black Forest ham, garlic, 
butter, limes and mustard. With those you 
could make any number of dishes from 
the available seafood. What would be on 

the menu for your last meal? Pork belly, 
foie gras and apricot-braaied snoek. 
Can’t live without? Butter. What should 

every kitchen have? Solid gas flat-tops. 
Your most used recipe book? Essence 
by David Everitt-Matthias. Favourite 

sandwich? Pulled pork, kimchi and 
avo. I won’t eat… Green peppers. 
Weirdest thing you’ve eaten? A 
cod-throat dessert at Mugaritz 
in San Sebastián. Wine you’re 

enjoying right now? The 2009 
Hartenburg Gravel Hill Shiraz. 
Who are your foodie icons? 
The Roux brothers – they 
were a great inspiration in my 
formative days. Your signature 

dish? Scallops and pork belly. 
Food aroma you love? Garlic 
toasting in butter. Top tips for 

seamless entertaining? Good 
mise en place, as little last-
minute cooking as possible 
and lots of wine. What do 

you think the next food trend 

will be? A bigger focus on the 
ethics of food. Do you think it’s 

important as a chef to travel? 
Experiencing different cultures 
is invaluable. It’s not so much the 
recipes as the way they approach 
food. Advice for aspiring chefs? 
Come in earlier and leave later 
than your colleagues. Graft hard, 
take the bollockings and use 
them to get better. What do you 

love most about what you do? 

Watching young chefs grow and 
go on to do great things. 

I

‘YOU NEED TO 
BE ORIGINAL.’ 
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three ways with 
olive-oil-preserved lemons

Andrea Burgener, chef and co-owner at The Leopard in 
Melville, Joburg, shares three recipes that’ll make olive-oil-

preserved lemons a staple in your kitchen
RECIPES AND STYLING ANDREA BURGENER  

PHOTOGRAPHS SARAH DE PINA

Artichokes with salted almonds  
and preserved lemon (recipe on 
page 89)



Sea bass with thyme, 
fried onion and lemon 

(recipe on page 89)

LEISURE THREE WAYS WITH
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Labneh with lemon, chilli, 
mint and black sesame seeds



HOW TO PRESERVE 
LEMONS IN OIL 
3 lemons, washed 
well and sliced thinly
extra-virgin olive oil (enough 
to just cover)
1t salt 
thyme, bay leaves or 
rosemary (optional)

Remove pips from lemons 
and place them in a pot 
with olive oil. Oil should 
just cover lemons, which 
should be snug in the pot 
or you’ll need excessive 
amounts of oil. Poach 
lemons, lid off, on lowest 
temperature possible (only 
the odd bubble rising) for 
30 to 50 minutes, depending 
on the ripeness and variety 
of lemon. Lemons are done 
when they’re soft but not 
mushy. Stir in salt and 
add thyme, bay leaves or 
rosemary for colour. Use 
immediately or spoon into 
a jar along with oil and seal 
while still piping hot. This 
will keep for a few months. 
Many recipes use only the 
lemons, but the flavourful oil 
you have left over is brilliant 
in marinades, salad dressings 
and stirred into jasmine rice. 
MAKES 1 JAR
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ARTICHOKES WITH 
SALTED ALMONDS AND 
PRESERVED LEMON 
3 or 4 artichokes (fresh or bottled)
4t whole salted almonds, skin on
5T lemon oil  
2T white grape vinegar 
4 or 5 fresh bay leaves 
1T chopped preserved lemon 
salt to taste
black pepper 
If using fresh artichokes, remove 
outer leaves. Cut off topmost third 
of leaves and bottom of stem with 
a serrated knife, then use a paring 
knife or Y-peeler to trim artichoke 
down to its heart and remove tough 
outer section of stem. 

Remove choke with a spoon 
and paring knife, then cook in 
boiling water until tender, about 
30 minutes.

 Halve some of the almonds. Mix 
lemon oil and vinegar together, salt 
artichokes and place in a small pot 
with bay leaves, oil and vinegar. 

Heat gently for 10 minutes, then 
leave to cool. Test for seasoning. 
Turn onto a serving plate and top 
with almonds, preserved lemon and 
black pepper. SERVES 2

SEA BASS WITH THYME, 
FRIED ONION AND LEMON 
2 onions, thinly sliced lengthways 
8T oil (we used fruity extra-virgin 
olive oil)
4 or 5 garlic cloves, slivered 
5 or 6 thyme sprigs 
a few good shakes paprika 
1t salt 
1½t sugar 
2T lemon juice 
4 fillets fresh sea bass or other 
firm white fish (roughly 160g per 
person), rubbed with salt
6 slices preserved lemon
Using a saucepan, fry onions in 
olive oil on medium heat until 
golden. Add garlic and thyme, and 
cook until onions start to brown. 
Add paprika, salt and sugar. Cook 

a few minutes longer, add lemon 
juice, check salt, acid and sugar 
balance, then remove pan from 
heat, saving as much oil as possible 
for cooking fish. 

In remaining oil, fry fish fillets, 
still on medium heat, until golden 
brown and entirely opaque. 

Whip off the heat and plate with 
lemon slices and onion mixture. 
Serve with steamed rice or creamy 
mash; garnish with fresh thyme. 
SERVES 4     

LABNEH WITH LEMON, 
CHILLI, MINT AND BLACK 
SESAME SEEDS
handful of mint leaves, chopped 
1 Thai chilli, slivered finely 
½ a preserved lemon, cut 
into slices 
4T lemon oil 
1½ cups labneh (yoghurt cheese), 
bought or home-made
coarse salt
shake or 2 of black sesame 
seeds (optional) 
Mix together the mint, chilli, lemon 
and oil. Spoon labneh into round 
shapes and place onto serving 
dish. Spoon mint-chilli mix over 
everything, then add a liberal 
grinding of salt and a scattering of 
sesame. This is excellent served 
with toasted flatbread or Melba 
toast. SERVES 4–6

Note: To make labneh, place 500ml 
full- or double-cream plain yoghurt 
in a cheesecloth lining a sieve over a 
bowl. Refrigerate and leave to drain 
for 48 hours. Keeps in the fridge 
for a few days as is, or for months 
shaped into balls and stored in oil 
(try the preserved lemon oil). 



top of the morning
Rise and shine with home-made breakfasts that are as simple 

to whip up as they are delicious

FOOD AND RECIPES CLARE FLYNN PHOTOGRAPHS SHARYN CAIRNS STYLING GLEN PROEBSTEL

Breakfast parfait



Brioche and poached fruit

BREAKFAST PARFAIT
1½ cup fresh raspberries (or your 
seasonal fruit of choice)
⅓ cup blood orange juice
1 cup granola or toasted muesli
250g natural yoghurt
honey, to serve
Place raspberries or fruit of your 
choice in a medium bowl, pour over 
juice and set aside for five minutes. If 
using frozen raspberries, place over 
colander while defrosting to remove 
excess liquid. 

Divide granola between two glasses, 
top each with yoghurt and raspberries, 
and repeat, topping with raspberries to 
finish. Drizzle with honey before serving 
(optional). SERVES 2

BRIOCHE AND POACHED FRUIT
3 peaches, halved 
1½T brown sugar 
2T Marsala or other fortified wine 
½ vanilla pod, split and seeds scraped 
4 slices toasted brioche, to serve 
¼ cup mascarpone

Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease and line 
a baking tray. 

Combine peaches, sugar, Marsala and 
vanilla in baking tray and toss to coat. 
Roast for 20 minutes or until peaches 
are soft and golden. When cool enough 
to handle, remove stones and tear 
peaches in half again. 

To serve, place warm brioche on 
serving dishes, top with a spoon of 
mascarpone and peaches. Drizzle 
with syrup from the peaches.  
SERVES 4 
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Poached eggs on wilted spinach

POACHED EGGS ON 
WILTED SPINACH
1T olive oil 
250g baby spinach leaves
sea salt and cracked black pepper
1T white-wine vinegar
4 eggs
4 slices sourdough bread, toasted
Heat olive oil in a large non-stick frying 
pan over medium heat. Add baby spinach 
leaves and cook until just wilted. Season 
to taste with salt and pepper, remove from 
pan and keep warm. 

Heat a few centimetres of water in a 
deep frying pan over low heat, until just 
simmering. Add vinegar and stir gently. 
Crack eggs one at a time into a bowl, 
and slip into water. Poach eggs for three 
or four minutes, remove with a slotted 
spoon and drain well. 

Serve poached eggs immediately on 
toast with warm spinach. This classic 
combination of eggs and spinach may 
be accompanied by marinated goat’s 
feta and a sprinkle of dukkah for an 
exotic touch. SERVES 4
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Creamed rice and 
rose petal salad

CREAMED RICE AND ROSE 
PETAL SALAD
For the rose-petal salad 
¼ cup rose-water syrup 
zest and juice of 1 orange 
¼ cup dried apricots 
¼ cup dried cranberries
¼ cup dried figs 
1t rose petals 
For the creamed rice
1 cup Arborio rice
2 litres milk
¼ cup caster sugar 
½ vanilla pod, split and seeds scraped 
zest of 1 lemon
2T slivered pistachios, to serve 
To make the rose-petal salad, place all 
the ingredients in a medium saucepan 
over low heat. Cook for 10–15 minutes, 

or until fruit has softened (add water to pan 
if needed). 

Place rice, milk, sugar, vanilla and zest in 
a large heavy-based saucepan over low heat. 
Stir constantly for 20 minutes, or until 
milk has been absorbed and rice is soft and 
creamy. Add extra milk during cooking if 
needed. Place a lid on saucepan and leave 
to rest for a few minutes before serving. 

To serve, spoon warm rice into bowls, top 
with salad and sprinkle over pistachios.
SERVES 4  

Note: Rose-water syrup can be found at 
Middle Eastern and Indian grocers, or 
gourmet food stores.

+GET MORE BREAKFAST RECIPES 

AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA

LEISURE FOOD



A mid BMW’s headquarters, Frei Otto’s 
Olympic Park, world-class soccer in 
Herzog & de Meuron’s cloud-like arena, 

a six-million-strong Oktoberfest, more than 
180 beer gardens and over 1 200 kilometres 
of tree-lined bike lanes, Munich is as proud 
of its grand classics as its pockets of modern 
small-town atmosphere. 

First, a word to the wise: those of you with 
green passports will want to pop into the 
German embassy in either Centurion, Cape 
Town, Port Elizabeth or Bloemfontein at least 
90 days before your date of departure. Once 
you’ve made it to the Bavarian capital, getting 
around by foot within central Munich will 
do just fine; beyond that, public transport 
is excellent. However you get around, don’t 
leave without digging deep into Munich’s rich 
cultural, artistic and historical highlights.

Manifesto
This Bavarian metropolis is the city with  
the highest quality of life in Germany – and 
it’s home to a unique cultural and gastronomic scene
TEXT KRISTINA RADERSCHAD PHOTOGRAPHS CHRISTIAN SCHAULIN

the munich



HOTELS

At first sight The Flushing Meadows Hotel & Bar, built about 
two years ago on the top two floors of a former post office 
in Fraunhoferstrasse, seems just a faded yellow block. 
But inside the hotel holds 11 individually styled rooms 
designed by friends of the initiators – culturally plugged-
in Arnold/Jäger/Werner (Sascha Arnold, Niels Jäger and 
Steffen Werner) – and five penthouse studios. 

Breakfast, coffee and drinks are served in The Flushing 
Meadows Bar, which features a rooftop terrace. Come 
evening basically half of Munich huddles up here to enjoy 
a G&T or a cool Tegernseer Hell beer while the sun sets 
over Saint Maximilian church. Not far from the river Isar, 
the bar is perfect for experiencing the Münchner’s Munich. 

Another local legend is five-star Hotel Bayerischer Hof. 
In the 1980s it was the setting for Helmut Dietl’s satire Kir 
Royal; today it lures people to its rooftop terrace with the 
Blue Spa Lounge and its panoramic view of downtown and 
the Frauenkirche. The hotel, though traditional, is also 
young at heart: Belgian interior designer Axel Vervoordt 
gave its starred restaurant Atelier a makeover, and chef 
Jan Hartwig spoils guests with a merger of regional 
specialties and global ideas. flushingmeadowshotel.com, 

bayerischerhof.de 

CLOCKWISE, FROM FAR TOP LEFT Acclaimed design 
studio Stefan Diez Office; football stadium Allianz Arena; 
surfers on the Isar; The Flushing Meadows Hotel & Bar; one 
of the hotel’s designer rooms; a dish at Hotel Bayerischer 
Hof’s restaurant Atelier; the foyer of Hotel Bayerischer Hof; 
clothing label Haltbar; alfresco tables at Hotel Bayerischer 
Hof; ever-stylish James T Hunt Bar.
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CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT The Museum 
Brandhorst holds over 700 works of modern 
art; Golden Bar in Haus der Kunst; Charlie, a 
razor-sharp bar in Schyrenstrasse; restaurant 
Glockenbach serves international food in 
Müllerstrasse; Lenbachhaus is one of the 
mainstays of Munich’s art district; Pinakothek 
der Moderne is another modern art museum 
well worth a pilgrimage; Haus der Kunst.

ART

Built between 1933 and 1937, Haus der Kunst 
– literally House of Art – features 21 colossal 
neoclassical pillars that ascend the full height 
of the building. 

What the art museum holds is easily as 
impressive as its imposing physical presence. 
Under director Okwui Enwezor, who was also 
last year’s artistic director of the 56th Venice 
Biennale, the museum stages outstanding 
exhibitions by the likes of Louise Bourgeois 
and Mark Leckey, as well as film and video 
works from the Goetz Collection – a private 
armada of contemporary art. hausderkunst.de
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YOU’D BE WELL-
ADVISED TO ENJOY A 
PIECE OF CHOCOLATE 
CAKE ALONGSIDE 
THE TREETOP VIEWS.

FOOD 

Sitting on the terrace of Golden Bar in 
Haus der Kunst when the weather is good, 
you’d be well-advised to enjoy a piece 
of chocolate cake alongside the treetop 
views of the Englischer Garten. From 
10am daily the bar – which has a number 
of outstanding murals by Karl Heinz 
Dallinger – serves coffee, drinks, lunch 
and dinner. For a nighttime experience, 
head to district Maxvorstadt for a meal 
at farm-to-table eatery Cantine Cantona. 
goldenebar.de, cantinecantona.com 



DRINKS

Visit the famous Chinesischer Turm 
(Chinese Tower) beer garden, where 
Bavarian brass bands entertain those 
enjoying a drink. At the Fräulein Grüneis 

kiosk, cyclists, joggers and roller-bladers 
buy refreshments while parents on 
a Sunday stroll treat their kids to some 
organic lemonade. 

For more options, make your way to 
the Glockenbach district where you’ll 
find the recently opened SuperDanke! 
juice bar, Arnold/Jäger/Werner’s 
seventh spot in Munich. On the other 
side of Prinzregentenstrasse is where 
the hospitality emporia of these three 
enterprising architecture, design and 
communication experts started off; 
they’re also behind the concept and 
interior design of Bob Beaman Music 

Club in Gabelsbergerstrasse, James 

T Hunt Bar in Schellingstrasse and 
Stereo Café on elegant Residenzstrasse 
near the opera house. 

Munich barkeeping legend Charles 
Schumann has run the eponymous 
Schumann’s – the bar where football 
stars, literary figures and glitzy Munich 
schickeria (high society) meet – from 
1982 in Maximilianstrasse and, since 
2002, in Hofgarten. He also recently 
opened a small, exquisite bar called Les 

Fleurs du Mal on the Hofgarten venue’s top 
floor, with a nine-metre-long counter – 
at which no more than a dozen guests can 
sit – made from a single Redwood tree. 
fraeulein-grueneis.de, superdanke.com, 

bobbeamanclub.com, jameshuntbar.com, 

stereo-cafe.de, schumanns.de

LEISURE TRAVEL
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Chic 
clothing store Hrvst; Ruby is another fine 
space for covetable clothing; Saskia Diez; 
the shop attached to Haus der Kunst; 
you’ll find everything from designer 
clothing to furniture. OPPOSITE, 
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Charles 
Schumann; his bar, Schumann’s, is the 
stuff of legends; famed kiosk Fräulein 
Grüneis; juice from SuperDanke!; James 
T Hunt Bar gets into swing.

SHOPPING

If you’re looking for cutting-edge design, 
look no further than the Glockenbach 
district. You’ll find cool, unconventional 
fashion at Haltbar on Pestalozzistrasse – 
where, incidentally, you might run into 
fellow shopper Stefan Diez, a German 
designer who has long been one of the 
country’s best furniture and product 
designers. Coconspirator Saskia Diez 
designs fascinatingly delicate jewellery, 
which she sells from her showroom in 
Geyerstrasse; among her trove of items 
you’ll encounter two perfumes that Saskia 
dubs ‘invisible jewellery’, conceptualised 
in hand with master perfumer Geza Schön 
from Berlin. haltbar.de, stefan-diez.com, 

saskia-diez.com 
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what’s hot

VRISCH GEWAGT HOUSE
WHERE? Vrisch Gewagt, Prince Albert, 
Great Karoo
WHY WE LOVE IT Set outside Prince Albert, 
Vrisch Gewagt offers six self-catering 
cottages on a 1 600-hectare farm covered in 
renosterveld, Karoo grasses, succulents and 
olive groves. The kitchen is a cook’s dream, 
boasting a massive marble worktop, while 
the whitewashed veranda with its bright 
yellow chairs is perfect for an alfresco meal. 
Indoors, wooden beams and reed ceilings 
echo the space’s history while opulent 
furniture pieces invite comfortable lazing. 
Modern elements are juxtaposed with 
country charm for an eclectic feel.
X-FACTOR This is the original farmhouse, 
and a stunning example of the early Karoo 
Victorian vernacular. vrischgewagt.co.za

SPA OF THE MONTH
Before you hit the wine at Steenberg estate 
in Cape Town’s Tokai suburb, get in a long 
pamper at the newly launched spa. Soulful 
Decadence is a lavish two-hour massage, while 
scrub lovers won’t be able to resist a relaxing 
exfoliation using natural botanicals, herbs and 
oils. Balmy autumn days mean treatments 
next to the pool in the estate’s verdant garden. 
steenbergfarm.com 

CHARLOTTE HOUSE
WHERE? 27 Weideman Street, Stilbaai West

WHAT Tranquil Stilbaai is the setting for this quiet, airy beach 
guesthouse, which offers two self-catering en-suite apartments 

upstairs and two spacious studio apartments downstairs. The 
owners, who live upstairs too, have decorated the space in a 

distinct Mediterranean style with charming, colourful details. 
Drawcards include large bathrooms, comfortable bedrooms and 

the home’s close proximity to a coastal nature reserve.
X-FACTOR Stilbaai remains an unspoilt beach town, with 

pristine sands, bird-, dolphin- and whale-watching, swimming in 
river and sea, good kiteboarding and fishing. And for those who 

love a great G&T, Inverroche Distillery is just a short drive away. 
charlottehouse.co.za

LEISURE TRAVEL TALK



the sabi sabi effect
Nature truly reigns here

Nature has a way of tailoring everything 
perfectly to its environment. Fittingly, 
the design at all four of Sabi Sabi’s 5-star 
lodges borrows from nature’s best – 
whether that means positioning a suite 
to catch and reflect the sun, utilising raw 

finishes to blend in with the environment or 
simply harmonising a gentle curve.

Each lodge reflects a period from Sabi 
Sabi’s ‘yesterday, today and tomorrow’ 
philosophy, which represents its journey 
from a pioneering safari retreat to an avant-
garde, award-winning destination.

Inspired by nature, at one with its world 
and embracing the continent’s future; 

learning from yesterday, living today and 
embracing tomorrow – Sabi Sabi was made 
to perfect the luxury safari experience.

SABI SABI  PROMOTION
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We’re always looking abroad to our next holiday destination, 
but the marvels you can uncover right on our doorstep can 
impress and inspire just as much. With the Rand struggling 
to recover against other major currencies, now is the time to 
explore our beautiful country, local is lekker after all!

Fly or drive?

or drive to a local 
destination is a 

personal preference, 
determined by factors 

like how far you’re 
travelling, holiday 

length and budget. 
Weigh up the pros and 
cons remembering that 

and faster option 
and that affordable 

easily available. If 

Travelstart.co.za for the 

book as far in advance 
as possible.

New horizons
It’s easy to fall in love with action-packed Cape Town and laid-
back sunny Durban, but there’s so much more of South Africa 
to explore! Safari in the Kruger Park, marvel at the natural beauty 
of Mpumalanga’s Blyde River Canyon, unwind in the majestic 

More bang for your budget

for incredible restaurants, attractions and spas across 

time you book which means the money you spent on your 

SA on every budget
South Africa caters to everyone’s 
pocket with many free events 
and great spots to enjoy, from 
the beach and mountain trails to 
concerts in the park and morning 
markets. Plus, Travelstart 
customers can redeem their 

favourite restaurants, attractions 
and spas and experience even 
more for their money.

Ready to be a local tourist?

a  to spend on Travelstart.co.za

Backyard 
tourist
Brought to you by Travelstart

1

3

5

Nature lover’s paradise
Whether you love extreme sports or more 

leisurely activities, if you love being out 
in nature, South Africa has it all. From 

beaches, picnic spots and safari drives 
to mountain biking, shark cage diving, 

canoeing and more, soak up the natural 
beauty of the mountains, oceans and 

4
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Water contained within a plant. It’s the most natural thing in the world. 
That’s why we’ve introduced the PlantBottleTM from Valprè® – a PET bottle made from up to 30% plant material. 

It’s inspired by nature for a better tomorrow, because at Valprè® everything we do is for tomorrow.

Valprè® and the Valprè® Urn Device are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company© 2016.

WHY CHANGE WHAT NATURE HAS PERFECTED?
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IT’S A WONDERFUL WALL

TO CREATE A TRULY HIGH-END 
SPACE, MAKE SURE YOU GIVE YOUR 
WALLS THE VERY BEST. FROM TOP: 

PLATINUM GLOW TILE (30×60CM) 
R990/M2, ITALTILE; QUARZI AND 

MALACHITE (SEEN ALSO ON 
PREVIOUS PAGE) WALL CLADDING 

FROM THE PRECIOUS STONE 
COLLECTION BOTH R14 000/M2, 

BOTH STUDIO MASSON

A HOME
tt mono is the pinnacle of chic. From 

l : Lissoni mixer in white R8 300 
a d shower head in black R5 000 by 

ntini, both Lavo Bathroom Concepts; 
ingstone Isola bath R18 319, Flush 
hroom Interiors; Jee-O Soho bath 

xer R34 990, Dado Baths.

ROSE QUARTZ
One of Pantone’s 2016 colours, rose quartz 
is a bathroom beauty. For true opulence 
go for the real deal from Caesarstone’s 
Concetto collection. POR, caesarstone.co.za

PRECIOUS 
YES, GOLD IS STILL HOT. FROM LEFT: GLASS REEF GOLD 
MOSAIC TILES FROM THE ELEMENTS GLASS RANGE 
R268/SHEET, DOUGLAS JONES; LUXURIOUS SILK PAINT 
IN MONARCH GOLD, DULUX; AXOR STARCK V BASIN 

MIXER IN GOLD OPTIK POR, HANSGROHE.

MATERIAL MASHUPS
Add visual interest to your bathroom by including 
complementing textures and contrasting colours. 
Don’t be afraid to push a few boundaries. From top
360 Gradi range vanity unit POR, Espresso; metalli
cement candles R170 each, Woolworths.
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The stylish new heated ladder, designed 

to warm and dry a bundle of towels for the 

whole family.

With a unique Automated Heating 

Technology so energy-efficient, that the 

electricity consumption per ladder is similar 

to that of a standard light bulb. Or one could 

always opt for the Hydronic Heating option 

which makes use of the existing hot water 

supply. Beautifully finished in locally sourced 

stainless steel*, and fluid filled for even heat 

distribution. And with a market leading 

guarantee, its no wonder that Jeeves is 

South Africa’s leading heated towel rail 

manufacturer.

Introducing the bathroom 
ladder, heated of course, 
from top to bottom.

For more information call 

0861 JEEVES(533837) or 

visit www.jeeves.co.za

 * Available in a 

mirror-polished, 

brushed, white and 

black surface finish.



BE BOLD

USE A BRASH 
STATEMENT SHADE 
TO RESURRECT A 
DULL BATHROOM. 
TRY PLASCON’S 
STRAWBERRY 
DAIQUIRI 100 FOR A 
BRIGHT, FUN FINISH. 
PLASCON.CO.ZA

RICH VEIN 
Does marble f : Arabescato 
marble slab 2 i r R249, 
soap dish R d i r l rths; Bordi 
marble bath b , p l .

 GETTING STEAMY DESIGNED FOR DURAVIT, PHILIPPE STARCK’S LATEST PROJECT – THE 

 ST TROP – IS A STEAM SHOWER DESIGNED TO LOOK GOOD AND FUNCTION BEAUTIFULLY. 

 IT TAKES UP NO MORE THAN A SQUARE METRE OF SPACE, WHICH MAKES IT THE PERFECT 

 SPLURGE FOR COMPACT LIVING. R112 000, DURAVIT.CO.ZA 

CONCRETE GEOMETRY
OBSCURE ANGLES COMBINED WITH THIS ROUGHLY 
ALLURING RAW MATERIAL CREATE A FUTURISTIC, 
UNFINISHED APPEAL – PERFECT FOR A STATEMENT 
PIECE SUCH AS THE 28 + CONCRETE BASIN BY 20EIGHT. 
R7 500, 20EIGHT.CO.ZA

HERRINGBONE 
We love seeing this pattern 
in unexpected places. Try the 
porcelain relief herringbone 
tile in charcoal (SI 10818) 
from Douglas Jones. POR, 
douglasjones.co.za
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ECO TECH
Energy- and water-saving bathroom tech? Check 
and check. From left: Crometta 85 AirPower 
shower set R603, Hansgrohe; Tangent L water-
heated towel rail R5 750, Jeeves.

DIY SPA DAY
TURN YOUR BATHROOM INTO A 
SPA WITH HIGH-END PRODUCTS. 
BELOW, FROM LEFT: ROOM SPRAY 
R750, JO MALONE; BODY THERAPY 

KIT R850, DERMALOGICA; MRS 
GOWN R379, @HOME.

OH SO BOHO 
MIX COLOURFUL 
WALLPAPER WITH 
TONS OF TEXTURE, 
EARTHY TONES 
AND MISMATCHED 
FINDS FOR A 
BOHEMIAN-CHIC 
LOOK. FROM TOP: 
TAWULO BATH SHEET 
R511, MUNGO; BASIN 
(TR40148-Q9) R1 695, 
BATHROOM BIZARRE; 
HICKS WALLPAPER 
IN TERRACOTTA 
BY KELLY HOPPEN 
R761/ROLL, 
DECORLAND.

 ISLAND STYLE CREATE YOUR OWN ISLAND-ESQUE PARADISE WITH 

 PEBBLED TILES, PLANTS AND OTHER TROPICAL-INSPIRED DECOR. 

 CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT: SHOWER CURTAIN R349, H&M; 

 STAGHORN FERN R295, UMBRELLA PLANT R375 AND PHILODENDRON 

 R405, ALL OPUS; ROCKY MOUNTAIN PEBBLE CLADDING SHEET 

 (30×30CM) R64.90, CTM. 

HOME-GROWN
Bring nature in with grassy textures. Clockwise 
from above left: French Oak porcelain tile R455/m2, 
Womag; pendant lights R300 each, MRP Home; large 
Deco laundry basket R995, Weylandts; jute carpet 
R1 595, Coricraft.
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on trend(s)
House and Leisure’s 2016 
Trend Event offered an 
all-senses exploration of 
the trends we predicted 
would shine brightest
One step through the door of bulthaup’s 
stunning showroom in Joburg’s design 
quarter of Kramerville was all it took for 
a full-body immersion into 2016’s most 
entrancing trends. 

Presented in partnership with bulthaup, 
Plascon and Gaggenau, the afternoon 
kicked off when HL editor Tiaan Nagel 
and MC Thithi Nteta opened the floor 
to a colour forecast and paint-technique 
presentation by Plascon’s Anne Roselt and 
Claire Bond. A decor-trend Q&A by stylist 
and designer Mia Widlake followed, and 
designer Rich Mnisi unpacked the use of 
gold in fashion. Brand strategist Genevieve 
Farry of Vicky Crease Catering + Events 
gave all a taste of food trends to come, and 
the product offerings and innovations of 
bulthaup and Gaggenau were presented. 
The event extended beyond the borders 
of traditional presentation: the space itself 
was in on it thanks to an installation by 
Jana + Koos and a sonic backdrop supplied 
by Medicine Boy. A selection of exquisite 
canapés by Vicky Crease and fine wine 
by Fleur du Cap kept appetites sated. 

Special thanks to bulthaup, Plascon, 
Gaggenau, Fleur du Cap, Nicole Levenberg 
of Aureum Design, OPI, Tidy & Co, Lindt 
& Sprüngli, Love Milo, St Leger & Viney, 
Thirst Bar Services, Jana + Koos, Medicine 
Boy, Vicky Crease Catering + Events and 
The Silk and Cotton Co.

TRENDS EVENT  REPORT BACK 
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Tel: (031) 705 3331 b Vintage Rug Collection www.vintagerugs.co.za



BEFORE

CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT Jazz Cement matt porcelain floor and wall tiles (60×120cm) R530/m2, Tile Africa; folding cottage-pane door in Oak 
R28 224, Swartland; Beaucarnea recurvata (ponytail palm) R69,95 (2m) in FI Schwarz pot R345 (28cm) and Chrysalidocarpus lutescens (bamboo palm) 
R295 (2m) in black plastic pot R39,95 (25cm), all GardenShop; Relax armchair from the Maia collection by Patricia Urquiola for Kettal R50 200, Casarredo; 
Chevron Chic rug (1.6×2.3m) by Airloom R999, Superbalist; sidetables with marble and teak tops from the Vieques collection by Patricia Urquiola for Kettal 
R14 995 each, Casarredo; glass and water jug, stylist’s own. 

A few pieces of classic design send this simple outdoor space 
soaring into sophistication. Acuminate pot plants and neutral 
matt tiling – diversified by a monochrome pattern carpet – 
keep it all anchored.

patio

+CHECK OUT OUR NEW DEDICATED RENOVATIONS 

SECTION AT HOUSEANDLEISURE.CO.ZA #HLFRESHLOOK

#HLmakeover
Colour, texture and a couple of high-impact 
statement pieces are all you need
PRODUCTION KATHERINE BOTES, HEATHER BOTING, LEANA SCHOEMAN, 
MIA VINCENT PHOTOGRAPHS GREG COX, MICKY HOYLE, JUDD VAN RENSBURG
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CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM Book, child’s own; Chindi rug (1.2×1.8m) R400 for similar, MRP Home. ON BED, FROM LEFT Denim jacket, child’s own; Love 
Ditsy duvet cover set from R100 for similar and embroidered scatter cushion from R70 for similar from MRP Home. Mariposa wallpaper in Celadon from 
the Nouveaux Mondes collection by Christian Lacroix R2 143/roll, Home Fabrics, installed by CP Decor. Acrylic PVA paint in Javan Dawn 4 (10BG 63/189), 
Dulux; 50mm Fauxwood Venetian blind in Driftwood R2 400, Decorland; desk lamp from R160 for similar, MRP Home; bedside table, books and cushion, 
child’s own. 

BEFORE

Once mismatched and washed out, this room has been 
vitalised with the addition of quirky, colourful wallpaper 
and a few complementary statement pieces.

child’s bedroom
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A colour change and a textural 
update plunged this beige 
bedroom into a calm and 
refreshing refuge well worth 
the title.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Paint in Evening Grass G5-E1-4, Plascon; Aesa Squared, Luitet and Tado knit cushions R449 each and Lysko cushion 
R349, all Country Road at Woolworths; Rust duvet and pillow set R1 995 (queen-size), Linen House; Laatu knit throw R1 299, Country Road at 
Woolworths; Vintage Moroccan Beni Ourain rug, homeowner’s own; curtains made by Jenny Bruce Interiors with Cayenne fabric in Overcast 
R339/m, Whatnot Natural Fabrics; herringbone jar planter R780, Studio 19; plant, homeowner’s own; photograph above bed, homeowner’s own, 
printed by Minuteman Press. 

BEFORE

master 
bedroom
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taking the floor
From ground to great: Zimbo’s Flooring 
Solutions goes far beyond the surface 
A quality hardwood floor can be one of the most powerful visual 
elements in a space. Choosing the correct wooden floor is essential 
– as is knowing the limitations and possibilities that go with it. 

Zimbo’s Flooring Solutions offers a comprehensive range including 
both solid and engineered options. The company’s quality wooden 
flooring is generally pre-finished in Cape Town using high-quality 
coatings from Loba in Germany. Care needs to be taken in choosing 
either a naturally oiled finish or a water-based coating. Both have 
advantages and disadvantages depending on the circumstances. 

Zimbo’s generally advocates a glue-down application for a high-
quality, trouble-free solution. Floors can be glued to both screed and 
tiled surfaces. 

Zimbo’s Flooring Solutions offers a one-stop service, including the 
installation and manufacture of solid trims. The brand also has a diverse 
range of products, including intricate parquetry elements, to give that 
‘wow’ factor to any space. zimbosoakflooring.co.za

ZIMBO’S PROMOTION
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Katia Lekarski, owner of 
children’s boutique Collerette, 
transformed this space into 
a sanctuary for siblings Luka 
and Neha with pine bunk bed 
installations, cork boards and 
natural fabrics.

ON CEILING FROM LEFT Spiral-filament light bulb R250 (large), light fitting in brass R195 and fabric cable in neon yellow R39/m, all Hoi P’loy; 
delicious monster hanging plant R395 (medium), Opus. ON WALL Table Mountain cork pinboard R365 (90×30cm), Get Cork. ON BED Duvet 

cover by Little Big Rooms by Djeco R800, Collerette. ON BENCH Books, child’s own; rabbit lamp R980, Collerette; Linley knit cushion in neon 
yellow R449, Country Road at Woolworths; Favourite Place cushion in grey by Lucky Boy Sunday R820, Collerette. ON DESK School bag and 
stationery, child’s own. ON WARDROBE Stanley Delarge stuffed toy by Lucky Boy Sunday R1 270, Collerette; hoodie, child’s own. ON FLOOR 
Super Natural Classic laminate flooring in Castle Oak by Krono Original R350/m2, Florstore OnTrend; sneakers, child’s own. All joinery designed 
and overseen by Katia Lekarski and built and installed by Morph Designs, POR.

BEFORE

siblings’ 
bedroom

SOLUTIONS BEFORE & AFTER
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Now Only R 31 200

SAVE 

R7800
Complete with 

2 mattresses*

KING COMBINATION SPECIAL
M60 Adjustable Base           R25 000
Upholstered Surround R 5 000
2x Latex Mattresses [Single] R14 000

Normal Price Total R 39 000

Now Only R 33 600

SAVE 

R8400
Complete with 

2 mattresses*

KING COMBINATION SPECIAL
M100 Adjustable Base           R23 000
Upholstered Surround R 5 000
2x Latex Mattresses [Single] R14 000

Normal Price Total R 42 000

UPHOLSTERED
SURROUNDS

choose from 
30 colours 
& fabrics

STUDIOLINE M20

STUDIOLINE M60

STUDIOLINE M100

Now Only R 28 800

SAVE 

R7200
Complete with 

2 mattresses*

KING COMBINATION SPECIAL
M20 Adjustable Base           R17 000
Upholstered Surround R 5 000
2x Latex Mattresses [Single] R14 000

Normal Price Total R 36 000



Create attractive designs with eye-catching 
patterns using modular sizes, textures, 

borders and colours

0861 762 781 (Nationwide)  www.smartstone.co.za

with SMARTSTONE

E
+

I 3
75

2

@home home.co.za
20Eight 20eight.co.za
Anatomy Design anatomydesign.co.za
Aureum Design aureumdesign.com
Bathroom Bizarre bathroom.co.za
Caesarstone caesarstone.co.za
Casarredo casarredo.co.za
Ceramic Matters bCeramic Matters
Collerette collerette.co.za
Coricraft coricraft.co.za
Country Road woolworths.co.za
CP Decor cpdecor.co.za
CTM ctm.co.za
Dado Baths dadobaths.co.za
Decorland decorland.co.za
Dermalogica dermalogica.co.za
Designers Guild designersguild.com
Dokter and Misses dokterandmisses.com
Douglas Jones douglasjones.co.za
Dulux dulux.co.za
Duravit duravit.co.za
Egg Designs eggdesigns.co.za
Espresso 021-422-5283
Everard Read everard-read.co.za

While all product information was checked 
before going to print, House and Leisure cannot 
guarantee that prices will not change or that 
products will be in stock at the time of publication. 

COMPETITION TERMS  
AND CONDITIONS 
For full competition terms and conditions visit 
houseandleisure.co.za/terms/.

Florstore OnTrend florstore.co.za
Flush Bathroom Interiors  
flushbathrooms.co.za
GardenShop gardenshop.co.za
Get Cork getcork.co.za
H&M hm.com/za
Halsted halsteddesign.com
Hansgrohe hansgrohe.co.za
Hoi P’loy hoiploy.com
Home Fabrics hf.co.za
Italtile italtile.co.za
Jeeves jeeves.co.za
Jenny Bruce Interiors 011-262-4788
Jo Malone jomalone.co.za
Kaross kaross.co.za
Kim Sacks kimsacks.com
Lavo Bathroom Concepts lavo.co.za
Linen House linenhouse.co.za
Mezzanine mezzanineinteriors.co.za
Minuteman Press minutemanpress.co.za
MRP Home mrphome.com
Mungo mungo.co.za
Opus opusstudio.co.za
Plascon plascon.co.za

Robert Sherwood Design 
robertsherwooddesign.com
Salon Ninety One salon91.co.za
Studio 19 studio19.co
Studio Masson studiomasson.co.za
Superbalist superbalist.co.za
Swartland swartland.co.za
Tapitalia tapitalia.co.za
Tile Africa tileafrica.co.za
Toguna toguna.co.za
Tonic Design tonicdesign.co.za
Weylandts weylandts.co.za
Whatnot Natural Fabrics 011-444-2722
Womag womag.co.za
Woolworths woolworths.co.za

STOCKISTS



WIN A BED SET VALUED 
AT R12 999!

With King Koil’s fine mattresses you’re utterly assured of a good night’s rest after a 
hard day at work or play. After all, an endorsement from the International Chiropractors 
Association (ICA) is no mean feat.

Established in 1898, King Koil has long been in the business of manufacturing mattresses 
to the highest specifications, constantly keeping its product offering up with the latest in 
technological innovation. In addition to the comfort and quality of the mattresses made by 
King Koil, its commitment to service is unsurpassed. No surprises there – King Koil has 
spent over a century perfecting its sleep systems to achieve best-in-class quality 
and comfort. 011-309-4000, kingkoil.co.za

4 readers will win a queen-size King Koil 
bed set worth R51 996 in total

HOW TO ENTER
Look for the competition entry form in 
the Win section at houseandleisure.co.za 
and make sure to submit your entry before 
31 May 2016. For competition rules see 
houseandleisure.co.za/terms/.
bHouseAndLeisure a houseleisureSA
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COMPLIMENTARY FRIDAY TICKET
VALUE R95

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU TO GAUTENG’S LEADING HOME,
DÉCOR & GARDEN SHOW.

SHOW OPENING TIMES FRIDAY 20 May 10h00–18h00 | SATURDAY 21 May 10h00–18h00 | SUNDAY 22 May 10h00–17h00

VALID FOR FRIDAY ONLY | Right of admission reserved | Terms and Conditions apply

BOOK NOW www.granddesignslive.co.za

INTERIORS | KITCHENS | BATHROOMS | GARDENS | BUILD | GOURMET

Grand Designs is a trademark of Fremantle Media Limited. Licensed by Fremantle Media Enterprises. www.fremantle.com

GRAND DESIGNS LIVE HOME & GARDEN SHOW WILL RE-ENERGISE YOUR PASSION FOR TURNING YOUR HOUSE INTO A HOME, 
SO MAKE SURE YOU GET TO GRAND DESIGNS LIVE 2016, GAUTENG’S LEADING HOME, DÉCOR AND GARDEN SHOW.



HL BUYERS’ GUIDE

New collection ‘LUKA’, featuring wallpaper 
from Graham & Brown and Norwall 

Wallcoverings. 
043-726-1760 • info@wallpaperinn.co.za

shop.wallpaperinn.co.za



HL BUYERS’ GUIDE

The House and Leisure Buyers’ Guide is a showcase 
of products our readers want and need. 

Feature your products and build your brand with the help 
of an affordable, eye-catching advert in the guide.

To advertise in this directory contact Renee Bruning: 
021-464-6262, 083-268-0776, 

renee@assocmedia.co.za





Tasha’s is a 
favourite haunt.

The Nine Four 
running crew.

Bubbles shared with close 
friend Noxolo Mafu.

Some of Anelisa’s essentials.

‘SUNDAYS ARE 
SET ASIDE 

FOR FAMILY.’

This creative influencer starts and ends 
weekends in Cape Town with friends
TEXT AND INSTAGRAMS ANELISA MANGCU

anelisa mangcu

y weekend usually kicks off with 
a Friday morning breakfast spent 
in the company of Aisha Baker [of 

Baked The Blog]. I usually leave the office 
around 2pm to use the rest of the afternoon 
for meetings and errands. I somehow always 
find myself at Neighbourhood with the girls 
to indulge in their barbecue wings and curly 
fries with blue-cheese sauce (I’m getting 
hungry just thinking about it). 

Before the sun rises on Saturday you 
can find me with The Nine Four running 
crew on Table Mountain or the Sea Point 
promenade, enjoying an eight-kilometre 
run. After that I’ll go to the Old Biscuit 
Mill to grab a pork-belly sandwich at 
Kitchen Cowboys. 

I have work events most Saturdays, so 
I get my make-up done by Tiara Swartz. I 
love collaborating with different designers 
to experiment with my look, and lately I 
have been drawn to White Runway South 

M Africa. The events range from the Zeitz 
Museum of Contemporary Art Africa’s 
gala dinner in Cape Town to the Veuve 
Clicquot Masters Polo at Val de Vie Estate in 
Paarl. In the evening I catch up with one of 
my girls for a drink or two at Societi Bistro. 

My bed, a cup of strong coffee and my 
laptop are how I spend almost all my Sunday 
mornings. I attend to all the emails I got 
on Friday and prepare my schedule for the 
week ahead. Sundays are always set aside 
for family. We are a family of foodies, so if 
we are not cooking a big lunch at home, we 
are probably in Franschhoek exploring the 
countryside and pleasing our palates. My 
evenings are spent lazing around the house 
and watching series before hitting Jade 
Sundays to party with the girls.  
the-creative.co.za x anelisamangcu  

Anelisa with 
Aisha Baker.

Something cheesy 
never goes amiss.

Nike Air Max 90 Diamondbacks.

FIND THE #HLDAILYINSPIRATION 

POST EACH DAY ON INSTAGRAM+
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TAG HEUER FORMULA 1 STEEL & CERAMIC DIAMONDS
Cara Delevingne challenges rules. Being free-minded is her motto. Like 
TAG Heuer, she defi es conventions and never cracks under pressure.
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